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Many People Were Thrown tho lower Rio Grande, is here from
Relieved Crew of Valuables But
mystery solved. As has been stated
Laid
to
Rest
Besides
Grave
of
Service Discontinued.
where
he attended a meetFrom Their Beds by Explosion Mercedes,
Denver, April 13. The state railby Rogers and Williams, young RogPasFailed
Rob
to
the
His Friend Henry George,
Washington, D. C, April 13. The
ing of the international boundary comroad commission bill, giving the state
ers arranged credit for his accompand Injured.
mission
of
which
special service to Brown, Quay counis
he
commission
secretary.
the Single Taxer.
lice at the Danziger store. When the
sengers.
power to make and enty, from Jordan is orderedi discontinforce rates passed the house today.
bill reached $1. Joe Danziger is said
ued on and after April 30.
Chicago, April 13. Hundreds of FRENCH WINE GROWERS
Syracuse, Kas., April 13. Santa Fe It now goes to the governor and is houses
New York, April 13. The funeral to have presented the bill to Rogers
were
and
shaken
windows
CONTINUE RIOTING.
Breeding Pheasants.
Democratic broken
at the Agua Pura company's office,
passenger train No. 5 was boarded by the first of the
or' Tom L. Johuson, former
about midnight by the exploCapt. M. S. Murray, deputy game a maskt-i- l man as it left here at one platform pledges to go through.
mayor of where he was employed.
This was on
sion of a
warden at Roswell, has received an o'clock fhis
bomb, sup- Presses and Buildings at Vinay De- Cleveland, was held today in GreenApril 1, the Saturday following the
morning. Pointing his re
the
the
Black
of
Hand
posedly
work
of
of
and
a
Score
$100
from Territorial volver at Conductor E. B.
appropriation
stroyed
Ring
DEMOCRATS
wood Cemetery, Brooklyn,
e
kidnapping.
Young Rogers said he
Relley and
on the porch of a house at 853 Ewing
Game Warden Thomas P. Gable, to Brakeman Leary, he
Arrested.
, Leaders
was unable to pay the bill. Danziger
VOTE FOR AMMONS.
relieved them ot
old
his
friend
was
street.
Hull
laid
Henry
George
the
famous
set
house,
buy breeding pheasants for use in the their valuable and then
attempted to
tlement in the heart of Chicago's Epernay, France, April 14. Rioting to rest. William J. Bryan, Henry accordingly cut off Wiggins' credit.
Pecos valley. The birds will be bred rob the passengers. Reiliy.
Denver, April 13. E. A. Ammons Ghetto is
Wiggins came to his store a short
jumped
y
only a few hundred feet dis- was resumed today at almost every George, Jr., and Lincoln Steffens were time later
and
him
Captain
for
by
and was shot twice
liberated in
r
received 34 votes of the
and demanded some more
through
A
tant
of
number
were
persons
in
who
disMarne
the
those
met the funeral
among
the Capitan morntains. Te liberali- the shoulder. The bandit then
village
champagne
Democrats on today's ballot for Unit- thrown from
was refused.
He
supplies.
pulled
Word
beds
and
their
injured. trict. The rioters at Vinay demolish- train. They, with Ben T. Cable of was sent to
ty of the game warden is dily appre- - the bell cord and jumped off. A posse ed States senator.
received Augustino Arrighr, who occupied tho ed the wine
Rogers
Speer
by Wiggins that
burned the Rock Island, 111., and Senator Atlee he could
and
is searching for him. Reilly
presses
obtain no more supplies. Rog- probably 28; the Republicans cast 32 votes house until a week ago, had receivad
cm Page Four.)
buildings there. A score of ring lead- Pomerene of Ohio, werL among the
will recover.
(Continued
for Judge Northcutt.
letters demanding money.
ers were arrested.
pall bearers.
(Continued on Page Seven.)
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JUGE TWO

STORE

THE LITTLE

constrained to climb a frog and get
off the track at the crossing entering
the Albuquerque yards from the north
end, a few minutes before six, two
sections of Xo. 4, the especial pride
of the Santa Fe. were kept waiting
for a matter of forty minutes until
ihe cars could be put back on the
track and the way cleared. And the
limited trains were not all that was

SCRATCHED FOR 20 YEARS.
Used D. D. D. Six Months All Itching Cone.
Tliis is the actual fxp ri. 1110 of
Anne Cromun, Santa Kosa, Cali., with
the woiuMTt'ul I). 1). D. prescription,
tho mild wash that Rives instant relief in all form of skin tmuMo.
D. D. D. is the proven Kczrma Cure.
Cleanses the skin of all impurities
washes away blotches ami pimples,
leaving the skin as smooth and healchild.
thy as that of
Get a ;.")( trial bottle of his wonderful V.cA ina Cure today and keep it
in the house.
We know that 1). 1). I. will do all
that is claimed for it. Capital

We Have

Sweet Peas Seeds
Bulk and Packages
25 Varieties.

kept waiting

by a long

shot.

M
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BAD BREATH

Established 1856.

Formonths I had
trnnblewlthmTntnmaeh
ana uh'-i- i all ktndH nfgrent
medicines. My tongue hut
bomi
aa
my breath baviue
a inn! n.lor. Two Rpeon
weeks atfn a friend recommended
Cancurets and after uttiiiL' tiiem I can willingly and
cheerlnily esiy that they have entirely
cnreilme I
therefore let you know
that 1 shall recommend
them to atiy one suffering from such troubles."
Clias. II. Ilalpern, 1H E. 7lu St., New York, N. 7.

Bros. Co.

elipan

The

White Goods For Spring

street car for the Highlands which
was carrying its supper load home,
came up to the crossing at just about
that time, and a number of private
vehicles were also in line at the crossing on Central, but to no avail. It
ALL
was wait until the crossing was clear25c 50c
DRUGGISTS
ed and go hungry or walk around the
Pleasant. Palatable, Potent. Tarte Good. Do flood
Never sicken. Weaken or (J ripe. The genu toe tablet
trains.
CCC.

Our beautiful lines for Spring represent the most complete assortment

choicest White Frabrics both
fancy and plain. We
the best
everything for Waists, Gowns,
Undermuslins Childrens wear etc.
of

Guaranteed to cure or

stumped

Incorporated 1903

your money
6M
Positively Dangerous When Drunk back, ever sold In bulk.
Sterling Remedy Co.. Wheeling, W.Va.
Says the Albuquerque Evening Hershow
ald: "Eduardo Baca was sentenced ANNUAL SALE, 12 MILLION BOXES
onmun iid
DAY
of
by Precinct Justice Jose Romero to
liiL UfllLI ttUUiUI ui .
serve 90 days in the county jail on has agreed to take the bonds. The
the charge of assaulting an officer. estimated expense is about $12 per
Kingdoms.
upon the evidence adduced at acre. Water can be secured at 15 to
Acting
Going in May this trial and upon other information, 30 feet.
By Charles liuxton
Cosmopolitan.)
Judge Ira A. Abbott ordered the com- Cloth
rl H jan rln (I U irtl t 3 Tilt- T.'In.v.- - rtF
ti .1
mitment ot Baca tor an additional GOSSETT, DIFFICULT MAN
Telephone No. 40.
Southern Corner Plaza. Sinta Fe.
term of six months, for violating the
ing the Seven Seas
TO KEEP IN CUSTODY.
i'arKea artillery, powuer ana sieei
conditions of a suspension of
Voile
Poplin
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
shall ye endure by these
tence. It was in April, 1007,
Declares That No Penitentiary in TexALL
CASH PURCHASES
WITH
Keeping an armed lordship of earth Baca was first brought before Judge
as Will Hold Him and Has
whereso your sentries stand?
Abbott, charged with assault with a
Made Several Escapes.
He was sentenced
What are Akkard and Assur now? deadly weapon.
Texas, April 13. Mack
Palestine,
nominally for six months, but followShards, in the drifting sand.
ing his well established practice of Gossett, an escaped convict who was A Great
Array of Dainty Materials Temptingly Priced
Kings of a thousand forges, kings of clemency in doubtful cases, the court recaptured at Memphis ten days
allowed
him
for
at
freedom
been
his
after
liberty
having
during good ago
ten thousand men,
Liner and limited, shuttle-wisthrown, behavior. Baca eninved his lihertv several months, gave Deputy Sheriff
for four years, but was known as a Brizendine a thrilling experience
from port unto seaport again,
mean character among his associates when he arrived at Palestine with his
FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING DRY GOODS HOUSE I""!
Weaving a web of infinite threads, in Old
CITY
Albuquerque, and was consid man late yesterday evening.
When
giants of hand and of brain
ered
when
drunk. the sheriff and his prisoner were leavpositively dangerous
Box 219
Phoenicia?
Phone 39
CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC Where are the galleys of
On Monday it is said he approached
FRESH PIES
FRESH CAKES
ing the coach Gossett leaped through
Ooze, in a desolate main.
a newly appointed deputy sheriff and an open window and made a dash for
with much display of bravado and
liberty. By the assistance of passensoul's
of
the
Kings
profanity, threatened his life. Deputy gers on the platform, he was recaptu-tureof the far ideal
kings
Lopez took him into custody yesterSMOKED BLOATERS FOR LENTEN OBSERVERS
just as he was rounding the enPoets, philosophers,
prophets the day with the result recorded."
of the train. Gossett has provgine
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
Christ lifting men nearer the
Attempted to Break Safe Benigno en a
very difficult man to keep in
Real
Coriz was arrested at Trinidad, Colo.,
Some month3 ago he escustody.
Not unto dust as the war lords go,
on
the charge of attempting
yesterday,
from
Huntsville in a most uncaped
not as the lords of greed,
to break into the safe of the store
The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever But rising forever from life to life
of Jacob John. The police were at- usual manner, the method used showtracted by the noise and nabbed Coriz. ing that he is a close thinker and that
kings and Messiahs indeed!
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes
Quarreled Over a Dog Elizario Gar- - no ordinary bars, locks or personal
Somea power pumping plant out of any windmill pump.
Fifty Thousand Dollar Fire at Albu-- I eia was arrested at El Paso on a com- - surveillance will hold him.
querque The Futrelle building, a two plaint filed in the sheriff's office thing over a year ago he was sent to
the penitentiary to serve a 40 years
ANY BOY
story brick structure occupied by aj charging threat to kill Silvcrio
store, was burned to theitrias. The men, it is said, quarreled sentence for murdering his wife. He
CAN RUN
ground at Albuquerque yesterday. A over a dog. Garcia was released tin- declares that no penitentiary in Texas
THIS
will hold him, and has frequently
hot wire was responsible for the der a $300 bond.
ENGINE.
blaze. The loss is partially covered
Two More Arrested With the ar- said Texas authorities should make a
by insurance.
rest at Trinidad, Colorado, of Juan record of the fact that one man in the
R. F. Gon Madrid and J. S. Sanchez, ranchmen penitentiary will ultimately make his
for
Arrested
Smuggling
We guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care
Portillo, who of the Trinchera country, the author- escape. Aside from his endeavor to
to run without trouble or bother as long as kept properly zales and Francisco
went on the bond of Salvino Rivos at ities believe they have caught two get away, Gossett is not a had
lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.
El Paso, Texas, who was arrested on more members of an alleged band of
a charge of smuggling opium, nave thieves that has
b
operating from
HOV'S THIS?
withdrawn their security on the bond. Pueblo to Las Vcs,'as, N. M.
Four
We can furnish any horse power engine required for your
on
a
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
Rivos was arrested again
charge others also are in jail. Stolen proper- work. For sale by
of smuggling Chinese into the United ty, valued at several hundred dollar. walu Ior UIly ca5e VL
has been recovered from a cave, ten nrr no niYn nv nn a amrrn i
FRANK F. GORMLEY, Santa Fe, N. M. States and is now in jail.
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Murderous Attack in a Saloon
mues east or Tnniaau.
We, the undersigned, have known
Julio Garcia is held in the county jail
of
Contestants
Standing
Following
at El Paso on a charge of assault to is the standing ot contestants m the: F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
FOR YOUR GARDEN DON'T YOU NEED A WHOLE LOT OF
murder Guaracindo Perea. The lat- New Mexico district for the prize of Deve him penectiy nonoraDie in an
NEW TOOLS?
ter is at his home suffering from a a trip to Europe to be given by alDusinSS transactions and financially
WE HAVE THEM, DON'T BORROW YOUR NEIGHBOR'S.
severe stab in the back. It is charged Denver newspaper:
Miss Amelia Mc-- j able to carry out any obligations made
WE DO NOT GO TO SEED" IN OUR BUSINESS, BUT KEEP UP
that while both men were in a South Fie, Santa Fe, o!f. 152; Miss Flossie bJ' nis firm.
TO DATE WITH ALL THE RELIABLE BRANDS OF HARDWARE
Stanton street saloon shortly before Sanford, Madrid. 42.206: Miss Lotta! WALD1NG, KINNAN & MARVIN,
IN ABUNDANCE.
midnight some one took Perea's hat M. Steele, Raion, 36,376; Miss L. C.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
and he objected thereto and while Norman, East Las Vegas, 217; Miss
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interhe was scuffling for it, he was stab Pauline Kinsell, Santa Fe, 103.
nally, acting directly upon the blood
Wood-Davi- s
bed in the back. Garcia was arrested
He Drank Charged with attempt and mucous surfaces of the system.
to
and
transferred
the
later
uc
by
police
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ing to kill his wife with dynamite Testimonials sent free. Price
the county jail, following the filing when she remonstrated with him for per bottle. Sold by all Druggists,
If
We Have
&
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden
field seeds in bulk and package of a complaint in the court of justice,
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!drinking, Nick Abrasler of Berwind,!
of E. B. McClintock.
Colo., is in jail. Abrasler, his wife pation.
14.
14.
Fe
house in
The only exclusive
First Cutting of Alfaifa On most declares, was endeavoring to set off
""
of the ranches in the Mesilla valley the explosive when she knocked
the
Need
You
the alfalfa is almost three feet in fuse from his hand.
height and beginning to bloom. The
Saloonkeeper in Jail Juan RodriA
cool weather, and especially the cold guez, saloonkeeper is in the county
Black
Phone
Phone Black
nights, have held the crop back to a jail at El Paso because he failed to
AND
considerable extent, but it is now said answer a summons to appear as a witthat cutting will commence generally ness in the case of Pedro Alvarez,
RATON
about the 25th of this month, although charged with theft, when the case was
a few of the farmers will probably called in the :uth district court. He
YANKEE--- Trt
start on the first crop a few days' earl was arrested and placed In the county
CERRILL08
ier than this date, April 25 is an un- jail in default of $100 bond.
usually early date for cutting, and it
Pumping Plant for Melrose A meetAnthracite Coal all Sizes, SnJithiing Coal. Steam Coal.
rVtnv
would seem that the farmers of thi ing has been called to take new memSawed Wood and Kindling.
section will be able to secure five bers into the organization of farmalfalfa
ers
at
of
this
CAPITAL COAL YARD,
to
bond
Melrose, Curry county,
year.
cuttings
unpatented claims for money to sink
85
Higgins Asks for Change of Venue
Telephone
Telephone 85
In the district court at Las Cruces a wells and instal machinery. Already
about
1,000
acres
of
land
this
has
L.
petition si?ned by J.
Espalin, J. B,
all kinds
Lumber
Lump, nut and
Yorr.t, J. X. Forbes, H. C. Newberry been signed up. A Cleveland firm
coal
run
mine
of building
John V. Stewart, Felix Miller, N. C
that our Tailoring is perfect because
that fact is well known all over town.
Smith, A. D. Litton, Will McCall, C.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
REAL E5TATE AND INSURANCE
A. Caime, T. H. Hall, James Sewall
But we may remind you that we have
YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
Take LAXATIY K BliOMO Quinine Tablet
A.
of
and G.
Spring
Rowland, was presented to DniKKistsicfund money If Jt nllstocuro 11!. just received a fine line
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
C A I C 'mPed and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and that
the court asking for a change of venue W. (iUOVK'Ssisiuature
Is on each box 2 Suitings and Overcoatings
a"nd Rancl.es; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
in the case of Fred Higgins, of Ros
or
either
new
to
have
is
chance
your
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
well, the mounted
policeman, who
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanoIa Valley with the Very Best of water rights
both made up to your order. We
We Have Built Up
shot and killed Guard Trankulino Loand one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain "
give you a perfect fit and finish, and
pez at the county jail a few weeks
the
satisfied
with
charge,
you will be
ago. The grounds for the request for
a change are that owing to the wide
Modern Residences for Rent.
too.
family connection of the deceased it
101 Washington Ave
is not believed that the defendant can
103
secure a fair trial in Dona Ana county.
Ave.
Sauer Truck at Magdalena Our
citizens witnessed an unusual sight
last Friday upon the arrival in town
of the Sauer motor truck which remained here several days undergoing
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenuta.
repairs. The machine was very large
and while a common sight in cities, a
rare sight to the people of this section. Five men accompanied the machine and are making the trip from
Prom
ocean to ocean to demonstrate the
LUMBER
WE
TAOS
HANDLE
BARRANCA
Horses
ability of this make of motor truck
Rigs,
for all kinds of service. The machine in large quantities and have avery Meets Both North
South
Horses.
Buggies,
is not built for speed and the average modern facility for furnishing the
Bounds Trains.
speed over the roads encountered in very best rrugh or dressed
Wteib Kee4f Aayftltnr
this section is about four miles per
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
Lumber
hour. The machine is equipped with of
30 H. P.
at
arrives
and
hound
train
the
in the UVEiY USE
north
are
We
thus
$1,500
every description.
7 p. m.
for all emergencies and
supplies
Drivers Fursisited.
enabled to make the very best prices Taos at
We repair and care for all makes
Ten miles shorter than any otter
weighs five tons. They left for the
high grade.
west Sunday morning." Magdalena for Lumber of such
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.
will be pleased to figure on your way. Good covered hack and good
Ve
News.

TO PLANT THEM

MARCH 17th THE

inter Grocery Co.

r tlt

i

nmiv

India Linons
Dotted Swisses
Nainsook

V. 11

Persian Lawns
Long
Flaxon

Batiste

Dimity

Louis Napoleon
Groceries and Delacatessen

if

P.O.

EVERY DAY

d

Escon-furnitur-

j

Price $70.00 fo

e

-

Madison, Wis.

Ix-e-

it.

i

WHOLESALE

&

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

r

i

Hardware Co.

Its Hardware

grain

it

it.

Phone

Santa

Phone

Don't

Reminder

45

J

LEO HERSCH

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

45

Screened

mm

Eugenjo Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD

-

Lump

F.Ts.riZt

and
material

PUR

THOMAS

R

4

v,,
1

s
IB

I

JALL

DELQAD0, Mgr.

Julius Muralter

RIDE IN THE M OON

R M. JONES.

Palace

TAILOR.

lOOD'KS HACK LINE
TO

LIVERY STABLE

Fine

CALL

UP

SANTA FE GARAGE

Palace Ave.
l

Derailed Cars Block Crossing Because two freight cars, with the usual
perversity of inanimate things, felt

f Zook's Pharmacy
I

Phone 213
nan

V

j

MARCH

contracts.

'.earns.

deneto Main Pi
Thing Gomfortafele.
Em; 63.g:ox
Charles W. Dudrow FARE
S5.00

WINDS

Reliable
Surries, Saddle

'Phone

Single

9

CHA5. CLGSSON

Don Caspar Are.

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds.
Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect m all kinds ot weatner.

ook's Pharmacy
Phone 21 3

i
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TAKE IT IN TIME.

ILL

DEEPEST

Waiting aoesn-- t ray.
If yon neglect the aching back,
Urinary troubles, diabetes, surely
follows.
Doan's Kidney Pills relieve back- j
ache,
Cure every kidney ill.
Santa Fe citizens endorse them. (
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo St., Santa;
Fe, N. M., says: "I deem it a pleasure to corroborate the public statement I gave in favor of Doan's Kid-- j

Many devices have been perfected for
rapturing lost tools, and the necessity Eur--! ill
for first learning the shape of the
upper end of the tcol ami the position
in which it lies in order to pioced
to recover it has even led to the in-

MM

GOUNTR

y
MEXICO POLITICS AND

i

P0UTIW1

Wtr4

1

iriC-'--

vention of a small cai::i ru which can
the work of public onVials, bur in '
be lowered to the bottom or" the hole
He's a Hustler,
Situated at West Elizabeth, to take a photograph showing the In looking over the 'iex of fifteen reading the : port of the proceedings
r.- of course,
conditions.
Electricity
home ad. to quoted at t .e b 'inning or
years ago about the e::
and IS Down 5,5 D
the agent employed in o;, rating the b seen is that of Char'. Safford, who lections, w.- w re impress d wi'h th
device.
Feet
vigilant actiuty
imiisc store, determined puipos-owned a general nx-z
Water-SupplA copy of this repnr
ve in bt'ing and fighting sprit of William ii. Ati
Charlie never did h
"
- rve.Water-Suppla
In
or
of
audi
desdrews.
lie
the
257)
copy
Paier
arty
his feet. Fitthe grass thrive mmPaper 255, men'ioned above, u en years from now T
CHINESE PIONEER DRILLERS
limex of to- - willing support "f t..e citizenship of.
can be procured by applying to the
of the "live New Mexico. Taos Valley News.
day will be an equal
and I have never hesitated to vouch
Director of the United Stat, .s Geolo- ones" in tliis town. A: tec Index.
:
for their merit whea an opportunity
Youthfulness of Range Explains.
for Recover;ng Lost gical Survey, Washington, I. C.
vnu j.".- Das UEt'U Jjicocmvu.
Now that statehood is so near at
of Mary Reformers.
The
Described
Tools
Geological
Way
by
and
backache
from
bad
shape
I was in
MURDER RESULTS FROM
band, now that we have no opposi-- i
is
!:.!
conduct
KidSilver
Globe
The
ins
Doan's
Survey.
kidney trouble and when
OFFICER'S HASTY ACTION.!
tion ot importance to combat
and
a vigorous campaign
lor the reform
ney Pills were brought to my notice,
press ot the i. o. declares
;ttte
in Globe, and the
of
X resolved
morals
to try them. They not only
public
The deepest well in the United However Deputy Pleads Self Defense.
that statehood lor both Ari-- j
drove away the backache, but regu- Slates i near West Elizabeth,
Pa.
Iaily Globe, the ownership of which zona and New Mexico at the special
Juan Candelaria Attempts
seHon.
to
the
is popularly attributed
lated the passages of the kidney
Its bottom is 5,575 feet beneath the
j
session is
Suicide at Magdalena.
lvter Hunt, i3 Mexico is assured the press of New
cretions and toned up my entire sys- surface. The deepest well in the world
George Washington
Xews.
Socorro
the
County
generally
discussing
(Magdalena,
tem. When my back hr3 bothered me U: in Germany and is 6,572 feet deep.
opposing the reform ttiovcmenj. But; many
questions affecting the destin- initar. SocorFrancisco Luna of
during the past two and a naif years, A more remarkable well, perhaps,
perhaps Mr. Hunt is for reform ev-- ; tes ot the new state,
and
ro
kilhd
Ke-shot
!
Felipe
county,
I have at once taken Doan's Kidney
erywherc except
Laundry Soap is a
reaching a depth of 3,000 feet, was
The giant intellects who are
at Saladito, a few miles east of publican.
Pills and they have never failed to drilled for petroleum in western Chiir.i
J'
V
s of
i
time- - and labor-savQuemado last Friday at 4 p. m. A
as well as a clothes-save- r.
bring relief."
by primitive methods and by means of few
ago Luna ! f; Socorro with A Possible Solution of the Statehood public opinion, steerers of political
days
as
a
cable
made
SUCQ crud
It contains a wonderful dirt-startappliances
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It is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper In New Mexico.
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwe3t.
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ported as owned free, however, no report of mortgage debt was secured.
In 1900 information was secured
concerning the "owned farm homes."
At that time 93,439, or 55 per cent,
were reported free from debt and
or 45 per cent, mortgaged. There
were 3.7S4 in 1900 for which no mortgage report was secured, these being
included in the farms free from debt.
The Census Bureau has no information respecting the number of mortgaged farms leased to tenants.
The statement relative to farms distributed according to certain acreage
groups shows that those of 19 acres
and under numbered 33,513 in 1910
and 32,542 in 1900, an increase of 971;
ol 20 to 49 acres, 30,975 In 1910 anu
35,123 in 1900, a decrease of 4.14S; of
50 to 99 acres, 50,743 in 1910 and
in 1900, a decrease of 7,010; ot
100 to 174 acres, 60,951 in 1910 and
in 1900, a decrease of 2,895; of
175 to 499 acres, 31,125 in 1910 and
in 1900, an increase of 1,002; of
500 to 999 acres, 1,101. in 1910 and
in 1900, a falling off of 8; and of
1.000 acres and over, 242 in 1910 and
248 in 1900, a decrease of 0.
Of the whole number of farms those
t
of 19 acres and under formed 16
in 1910 and 14 per cent in 1900;
those of
acres, 14 per cent in
1910 and 10 per cent in 1900; those
of
acres, 20 per cent in 1910 and
28 per cent in 1900; those of
acres. 28 per cent in both 1910 and
1900; those of
acres, 15 per
cent in 1910 and 13 per cent in 1900;
those of
acres, 0.5 per cent in
both 1910 and 1900; and those of 1,000
acres and over 0.1 per cent in both decades.
The expenditures for labor in 1910
reached the sum of $40,438,000,
as
compared with $27,102,000 in 1900, an
or 49 per
increase of $13,381,000,
cent.
The expenditures for fertilizers amounted in 1910 to $7,057,000, while in
1900 it was $4,493,000, an increase of
$2,564,000, or 57 per cent.

EMPIRE STATE FARMS.
Xew York in 1910 had 12.mi0 farms
In ten years the
less than in Ifmo.
loss in acreage under cultivation has
been almost TOA.imn acres, or more
than all the land under irrigation in
Hut the farms in 1910
New Mexico.
were worth a quarter billion dollars
Is there
more than ten yeras before.
not much significance in these statistics? They certainly point to the day
when New Mexico'0 wealth will be in
farms, when its broad, fertile acres
will help save the nation from famine.
Says Census Director Durand in a
statement issued today by him regarding the agricultural statistics for New
York in the 1910 census:
"The principal rate of increase in
New York in 1910, as against 1909.
are; In the total expenditures for fertilizers. 57 per cent; in the total value
of all farm implements and machinery
49 per cent; in the total value of farm
buildings alone, 40 per cent; in the
average value per acre of farm land
and buildings, 36 per cent; in the total
value of farm land and buildings, 32
per cent; in the average value per
acre of farm land alone, 31 per cent;
in the total value of all farm land
alone, 2S per cent; and in the average
acres per farm, 3 per cent.
The principal decrease during the
decade, among the items for which
percentages are shown in the first section of the summary, occurred in the
whole number of farms, ," per cent;
in the total improved farm acreage,
5 per cent; and in the total farm acreage, 3 per cent.
The statement shows in detail that
the number of farms reported in 1910
was 21,050, as compared with 200,720
in 1909, a decrease of 12,070, or 5 per
cent.
The total value of farm land and
buildings was given in 1909 as
as against $S8S,134,000 in 1900
an increase of $288,08S,000, or 32 per
cent.
The total value of farm land alone
was reported in 1910 as $703,214,000,
as compared with $551,174,000 in 1900,
a gain of $152,040,000, or 28 per cent.
The total value of farm buildings
alone was given in 1910 as $473,008,000
as against $336,900,000 in 1909, an increase of $136,048,000, or 40 per cent.
In 1910 the value of farm land alone

77,-16-

'63,-7S-

63,-S4- 6

20,-00- 3

pet-cen-

20-4- 9

50-9-

100-17- 4

175-49- 9

500-99-

$1,176,-222,00-

CREDIT WHERE CREDIT IS DUE.
The New Mexican joins readily
with the Albuquerque Journal in giving credit to Captain Fred Fornoff of
the territorial mounted police and
those who aided him. Say the New
constituted 00 per cent of the total Mexican's contemporary today:
value of farm land and buildings, as
"This newspaper, after the first
compared with 62 per cent in 1900. week passed with no arrests in the
The reported value of farm imple- Las
Vegas kidnaping case, was some-- j
ments and machinery was $83,330,000 what inclined to poke fun at Fred For-'
in 1910, as against $50,000,000 in 1900,
noff, captain of the mounted police,
49
a gain of $27,324,000, or
per cent and the other members of the army
The total acreage reported in 1910 of sleuths working on the casa. We
was 21,99S,000 acres, as compared now take pleasure in
carefully and re-- j
with 22,64S,000 in 1900, a decrease of spectfully removing our hat to Mr.
650,000 acres, or 3 per cent.
Fornoff and his assistants and Mr.
The improved acreage was returned Tim O'Leary and others of the Santa
in 1910 as amounting to 14,825,000 Fe, and congratulating the captain of
acres, as against 15,600,000 in 1900, a the mounted police on one of the
decrease of 775,000 acres, or 5 per most clever and masterly bits of decent.
tective work on record.
The improved acreage formed 67
the
displayed
"Captain Fornoff
per cent of the total acreage in 1910 same quiet patience on. this job as he
and 69 per cent in 1900.
has displayed on many another and,
The average acres per farm report- as usual, the patience and the tireless
ed in 1910 was 102, as against 100 in industry won. "We all did it," is the
1909, an increase of 2 acres, or 2 per modest way Captain Fornoff puts the

ONLY HALF THE TRUTH.
l'ovorty is blamed for many ovils,
when it isn't poverty ai nil but the
dosire for wealth, a Aery different
The
thing, that causes much crime.
native people of New Mexico,
as a
(rule, are very poor, mai y of them subsist, on less than fifty cents a day,
many have naught but a l.?v van s of
ground, a burro and an adobe hut,
and yet are happy and never dream
of descending to th-- ' vice and crime
which are not altopcth'T strangers in
the homes of many
a millionaire.
and
Poverty is very inconvenient
when contras'ed '.vith the unearned
riches of some, nay be incentive to
crime, but many a man with no bai- ance in t Ii bank, with no reserve
laid up for the rainy day, living but
'a
existence, is incom-- j
parably rich because of his temper-- j
anient, his health, his
happiness,
.while many a millionaire who sees no
'poetry in natnr-3- hears no songs in
the trees, is miserably poor.
Air,
water, enough to eat and drink, the
beauties of nature, the prattle of
children, the satisfaction of virtue, are
within the reach of the poorest and
whatever else there is, can be but of
small significance
with
compared
these things.
The St. Louis Times,
therefore,
states only half the truth, when it
says.
Vice Commission
the
"Chicago's
only salaried body of that kind in the
I'nited States has made a report to
its City Government, touching upon
the causes which tend toward the
spread of vice, and which have to he
combatted
if the
by civilization,
world's progress is to go forward in
an unbroken line.
"The report contains The information that the contributing causes are
named as follows: Want of the necessities of life, craving for simple luxuries, ignorance, broken promises, deceit of men; but chief of all poverty.
Furthermore, while the chieeeavfire
Furthermore, while the Chicago Commission was making a study of only
one common evil, it may be added
that a study of all the evils would
result in much the same conclusion
namely, that poverty is at the back of
nearly all human sin and sorrow.
"The sage who discovered
that
money is the root of all evil must have
meant to convey, indirectly, the truth
that poverty is the root of all evil.
Wealth need not injure those who
have it, but those who have it not.
Condemnation of money is, evidently,
the most insincere of all attitudes. To
one of a quickened imagination, a dollar is not a mere bit of paper or metal
It i3 food,
bearing design or a stamp.
or raiment; it is a book, it is a play,
it is flowers, or a song.
It is only
when one has these things in generous
measure that money ceases to be
helpful; when it becomes, in fact, the
for which
imprisoned commodities
others are in want.
"It is not necessary for learned commissions to tell us what poverty has
done and is doing.
The real Vice
Commission will have appeared when
some organization, wise and powerful
enough will tell us how to insure some
method of distribution which will not
hamper big enterprises, and which
will still wipe out of existence both
heedless greed and destructive want'

j
j

j

.

j

j

cent.
The average value per acre of farm
land and buildings in 1910 is stated as
$53.47, as against $39.21 in 1900, a rise
of $14.20, or 30 per cent.
The average value per acre of farm
land alone in d91Q was reported as
$31.97, while in 1900 it was $24.34, the
amount of gain being $7.63, or 31 per
cent.
Of the whole number, 214,050, of
farms reported in 1910 there were
or 99.6 per cent, operated by
white farmers and 892, or 0.4 per cent
by negro and other nonwhite farmers
as compared with a total of 226,720 in
1900, of which 225,935, or 99.7 percent
were conducted by white farmers, and
785, or 0.3 per cent, by negro
and
other nonwhite.
The decrease in the
number of farms of white farmers during the decade amounted to 12,177,
and the increase in the number of
farms of negro and other nonwhite
farmers to 107.
The total number of farms operated
213,-75-

in 1910 by owners, part, owners, and
owners and tenants, comprising
the
"all owners" class was 165,993, as
compared with 168,698 in 1900, a decrease of 2,705.
The total number of farms conducted in 1910 by cash tenants, share tenants, and cash and share tenants,
comprising the "all tenants" class,
was 44,60,'!, as against 54,203 in 1900,
a decrease of 9,540,
The total number of farms operated
b managers in
1910 was 3,994, as
compared with 3,819 in 1900, an increase of 175.
The total number of farms operated
by the "all owners" class constituted
77 per cent of the whole number of
farms in 1910, and 74 per cent in 1909;
those operated by "all tenants" class,
21 per cent in 1910 and 24 per cent in
1900; and those conducted by managers, 2 per cent in both 1910 and 1900.
Of the total number, 165,993, of
farms operated in 1910 by the "all

matter, but the fact remains that it
was Captain Fornoff who finally, by
one of those little devices which appear so simple to the reader, confronted the guilty parties with the
unmistakable and undeniable proof of
their guilt and brought forth the
whole remarkable story.
Now that
the facts are public some of the unusual difficulties confronting the officers begin to be more clearly evident,
and an arrest before the trap was
perfected might have "queered" the
whole game. It was all neatly done
and we insist on apologizing to Captain Fornoff and his assistants. Not
the people of Las Vegas alone, but of
all New Mexico will rejoice that this
baffling mystery has been cleared up,
and the moral effect of the knowledge
that such obscure and puzzling crimes
are not beyond the ability of New
Mexico's officers will be important.
Had this kidnaping become a closed
incident no one's home or children
would have been safe.
"It is all one of the most remarkable cases of daring and skill in the
annals of southwestern criminology.
"The shrewdness and sheer cleverness displayed by Captain Fornoff and
his men deserve the highest praise
and the Morning Journal compliments
the ranger chief especially on what
we believe is one of the crowning
achievements as a fearless and efficient officer of the law in New Mexico."
It is rather an unreasoning demand
that all kidnappers of children should
be punished with death. A ease may
arise, where a mother has been un

OF MANY TALENTS.
Senator Owen seems to have a
new proposition for New Mexico every day. On Tuesday, according to
the Associated Press, he declared that
New Mexico cannot come in unless
its people at a special election make
the constitution easier to amend. Yesterday, he declared, that New Mexico
cannot come in unless Arizona is per
mitted to retain the recall of judges
:n its constitution. Another state
ment attributed to him has it that
he insists that New Mexico shall vate
on state-widprohibition if Arizona is
compelled to vote on the recall. Add
to this, Senator Bailey's determined
attitude not to let Arizona in as long
as it clings to the recall of judges
and Frcsidfnt Taft's lukewarmness
Arizona's new fangled funda-lr.'jntlaw, and it will be seen that
Delegate Andrews, Judge Fall and ex- Governor Curry will have an opportun
ity to exercise all the tact and diplomacy they possess in order to keep
the factions from clashing and tieing
up statehood indefinitely.
the Albuquerque Journal:
Says
"Senator Owen, the distinguished
representative of the Red Race from
the reservation of Oklahoma, it appears, is not done with New Mexico.
We hoped against hops that Owen
would now allow us peacefully
to
enter the Union. Not so it appears
that Mr. Owen now insists that congress make a few slight changes in
the New 'Mexico constitution, which
has been ratified by an overwhelming
vote of the people of New Mexico and
which we understand from the enabling act, must remain as it is for
congressional action, all changes to
be made by the elected delegates of
the people of New Mexico in another
constitutional convention.
A trifle
like an enabling act, however,
of
course, does not bother Mr. Owen. If
there is any objection to Mr. Owen's
changing our constitution to suit himself, Chief Rain in the Face will probably renew his threat to come down
here and investigate us. Heaven send
that he does. All New Mexico wants
is to get Senator Owen within reach.
"Meanwhile we shall be glad to give
all the aid in our power to assist in
the investigation of the connection of
Senator Owen with certain purchases
of lands from his fellow Indians, presumably not so adept in the ways of
the world as Mr. Owen. We are
confident that such an investigation
will furnish revelations of much more
interest to Mr. Owen's constituents
than New Mexico affairs."
A MAN

e

tov.-'ir- i

justly, even though legally, deprived
of a beloved child, a case in which
her mother's love drives her to kidnap her child and take it away from
The complicated or long ballot is
unfit surroundings. Should such a
mother be punished with death? Ev- blamed for much of the indifference
of voters and the rather too preva
ery case has its own peculiar circumYet,
stances and to issue a sweeping man- lent corruption in government.
date, as some people seem to" demand, it has been noticed that whenever the
owners" class, there were 93,750, or putting all offenders on the same lev- ballot has only one name, or provides
66 per cent, reported as owned free el and meting out to each one the for the decision of ,only one issue,
ol incumbrance and 72,243, or 44 per same punishment, would not only be such for instance, as a bond election,
or extending the city limits, the cltl- cent, mortgaged; for 817 of those re- - unjust but also uncivilized;
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THE AOULTONESPE COMPANY

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

The name "Chalmers" on a Motor Car means the same as the word

OF SANTA FE.

"Sterling"
HARRY D. MOULTON,

on Silver.

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

Santa Fe, New Mexico

Capital Stock
$150,000
and
Undivided
Profit
80.000
Surplus

Agent Chalmers Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.

zens are just as loath to go to the
polls, and at such elections only a
small per cent of the total vote is
STANDING OF THE TEAMS.
cast. The causes for misgovernment
and indifference of citizenship are far
National League.
deeper, and cannot he remedied in a
L.
W.
Pet.
moment by any or till of the many
1
0
1000
new panaceas that are being adver- Philadelphia
1
0
1000
Pittsburg
tised by professional politicians.
1
0
Boston
1000
0
0
.000
Chicago
Champ Clark is quoted as saying St. Louis
0
0
.000
that no sane man wants to pass any New York
1
0
.000
business.
laws hurtful to legitimate
0
1
Cincinnati
.000
DemChamp Clark does not know the
1 - .000
0
ocrats. If the repeal of the tariff on Brooklyn
in
wool would help any bailiwick
American League.
Democratic territory, it would be reV.
L.
Pet.
out
it
the
wiped
pealed even though
1
0
1000
Washington
wool industry in every sheepgrowing
St.
1
0
1000
state of the Union. That is the trou- NewLouis
1
York
0
1000
ble with the Democrats, they never
0
0
.000
have the wider view of things but Chicago
0
0
Detroit
.000
they always take the most narrow Boston
1
0
.000
and selfish aspect.
1
0
Cleveland
.000
1
0
.000
The wind blew somewhat at Santa Philadelphia
Fe yesterday forenoon but it was no
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
circumstance to what, it blew at other
places. No damage was done in this
National League.
city, but throughout Oklahoma, Kanat New York.
Philadelphia
desas, Missouri and other states it
Pittsburg at Cincinnati.
manded not only tribute from properSt. Louis at Chicago.
ty but many lives. At Santa Fe no
Brooklyn at Boston.
storm has been ever recorded
that
American League.
attained a velocity of sixty miles an
Chicago at Detroit.
hour and there are few, very few, if
Cleveland at St. Louis.
any places in the Tinted States so
New York at Philadelphia.
secure from wind damage.
Boston at

BASEBALL

Washington.

Santa Fe county now has a female
school director, the first, in its history.
A few years ago, he who would have
predicted such manifestation of progress in this old baihvick would have
been examined for his sanity. Some
day, even this old city, will entrust
the management of its school affairs
to hands in which il really belongs,
the mothers of the city.

YESTERDAY'S

National League.
14; Cincinnati 0.
Chicago 3; St. Louis 3.
Boston 2, Brooklyn 1.
Philadelphia 2, New York

Pittsburg

$CE HOTEL
W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

of the Best Hotels

One

the West

in

ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

American League.
Washington 8, Boston 5.
New York 2, Philadelphia
St. Louis 12, Cleveland 3.

124126

WASHINGTON AVENUE

TELEPHONE 88 BLACK

0.

1.

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West ot Capitol

Capital Hotel

Montezuma Ave.

rom

rage

One.)

HANDSOME ROOMS
AMERICAN OR
ATTRACTIVE DINING
ROOM-Go- od
EUROPEAN PLAN
Service.

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

Santa Fe, N. M

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an i phone.
FINE SAMPLE

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

Cold Parting.
just heard the count say
he detests tips.
Waiters been imStubb

R.OOM.

THOS. DORAN

RATES

Proprietor.

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Minor City Topics
Ice at Roswell The weather man
called the turn yesterday. There was
a light frost last night and in some
places thin sheets of Ice were frozen.
Roswell Daily Record.
A
Solomonic
Decision The fight
that has been going on for a year and
a half for the possession of the W. R.

trophy that was
awarded to Eddy county at the Na
tional Irrigation Congress at Albuquerque in 1908 for the best county
exhibit was terminated at Carlsbad
when Chief Justice Pope decided
that the cup belonged to Eddy county
and that Artesia, Carlsbad and Hope
should each have the trophy
of the time in accordance with a reso
lution passed by the county commis
sioners court. Elmer Feemster of
Artesia laid claim to the cup, as ho
had furnished a large number of the
exhibits and had the certificate of
award made out in his name and that
of another exhibitor. The cup will
row go the rounds of the three towns
as an advertisement of what Eddy
county can do.
silver

one-thir- d

C0R0NADO HOTEL

I

ciated and the birds will be given posing on him.
Penn No, that handsome
heiress
tne best of care and attention, with a
view of stocking the mountains with just gave him her finger tips before
she started back to town.
a fine specie of game.
Militia Inspection.
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes, of
Farmers Indorse Advertising.
Santa Fe, and Captain Warren S. BarThe Iowa state agricultural convenS.
low, of the U.
Army, passed tion resolved strongly and Intelligentthrough last night on their way to ly for systematic and effective pubArtesia and Carlsbad, , to hold militia licity for Iowa, and Indorsed the efinspection last night and tonight. forts which have been made to induce
They are on their tour of inspection the legislature to provide funds for
for the entire territory and come to carrying on the work. The convention
Roswell tomorrow morning for annual declared:
r,
"It is the sense of this convention
official inspection jpi Battery
"A"
which occurs tomorrow afternoon that the legislature should make suitthe able provision for the establishment
Upon this inspection depends
amount that will be apportioned for and maintenance of a publicity bureau
to
supplies, encampments and other such and iroperly present the agricultural
industrial
remilitary purposes during the next 12 sources of our opportunities and
state. We believe the
months and every member ot the bat state
should be represented at all
tery should be present to answer to conservation congresses,
expositions
his name at roll call and help swell and national
at which our
the list. Last year nearly all the sister states meetings
are presenting to the
members responded- to the call for in- people of the nation
their claims for
and
a
se
was
spection
consideration.
good apportion
Our own residents
cured. It is hoped that the boys will have little appreciation of the woncome out tomorrow, of all days, and derful fertility of soil,
opportunities
again help bring a big appropriation for investment and splendid rewards
for the battery. Tuesday's Roswell awaiting intelligent application, energy and industry."
Daily Record.

$500

THE

FOR KIDNAPPING.

(Continued

Hearst

tic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money transmiting agency public ot private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public la
respectfully solicited.

GAMES.

One of the remarkable and almost
miraculous features of dynamite outrages by the Black Hand in New
Coast League.
York and Chicago, thus far, has been,
At Los Angeles
San Francisco 5;
that so few lives have been lost. But Vernon 2.
some day there will lis a catastrophe
At San Francisco Portland 1; Oak
that will arouse the entire nation to land 9.
a frenzy and that will demand
the At Sacramento Los Angeles 10;
speedy and effective stamping out of Sacramento 4.
the entire brood of dynamiters.
American Association.
House of ColoThe Democratic
At Toledo Minneapolis 7; Toledo
rado has passed a bill that virtually 4, (ten innings.)
At Indianapolis Milwaukee 0; In
permits or legalizes race gambling
and prize fighting. It is true, in terms, dianapolis 1.
the measure is moderate and sets lim'At Louisville
Kansas City 4; Louis
itations but the legislation is in the ville 3.
wrong direction and wherever officials
At Columbus Columbus-St- .
Paul
are disposed to wink an eye, Colora- game called off.
do will witness again some of the wild
scenes of its early days.
College Baseball.
At Atlantic City, N. J. Princeton
Manual training is a greater ne- 4; Dartmouth 0.
At Annapolis Navy 10: Rutgers 0.
cessity for the public schools of Santa Fe than it is in most other towns
At Lexington, Ky. University of
which have mills and factories arid Michigan 3; State University 1.
other opportunities for boys to be apAt West Point, N. Y. Lafayette 6;
prenticed to a trade.
Army 0.
PENALTY

Transacts a general banking: business In all Its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on" all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domes-

Advertising Genius.
The boy of the family, the smart
little son of an editor, had just passed
his ninth birthday and delighted in
stirring things up whenever he found
a chance. On his way to school one
day he popped into a confectioner's.
"Say, mister," he called out, "do yon
keep fondants?"
"Oh, yes," replied the confectioner,
"we've kept them for years."
"Well, returned the boy, starting for
the door, "just advertise in pa's paper
and then you won't keep them so
long."
Hint to AdWriters.
Now, a tired listener or reader Is
hard to capture or attention alone;
and to captivate him up to the coinage of being a patron of what is offered is still more difficult. And since
dullness is the one unforgivable sin in
writing, why precipitate it upon persons who are strangers to you? If
they are patient for a time with so
much demand upon their efforts they
cannot, from the very nature of things,
be tolerant of it long so that repetition leads to resentment and, finally,
to the gaping waste-baske-t.
V"is!t.

v
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ORDER
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SOFT DRINKS

!

Telephone Red 35 and hav
yottr orders delivered.

Tie fdiowiag are suggested lo lae tkirsty as somzMng cod and
mtifog
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON
SODA, JR0N BREW
ROOT BEES, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO
COLA,
i

:: x

Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
Afl drinks made from

SANU

FE BOTTLING

WORKS

filtered water

HY

KrA

Proprietor.

Santa Fe Plumbing House
Corner Water

&

Galisteo Sts.

Phone Black

Plumbing, Heating
and Repairing -:

109.
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Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

All
SflVP
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of The World

MfiflPV and ,nconven,ence bY Purchasing Wells
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PERSONAL MENTION

FOR EASTER WEEK

Trains West of Albuquerque Tied Up
at McCarty's for Several
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Steward, tourists
Hours.
of Piano, III., are at the Palace.
Albuquerque, X. M., April
ill,1
J. H. Mcllughes, former city mar- three of the eastbound
Received another fillin.tr
trains
imo
this
shal, has returned from a trip to Las city over the Santa IV
in line of Mats trimmed
were
Vegas.
and untrimmed ::
delayed owing to a serious
::
Territorial Engineer Charles D wreck about a quarn r of a milefreight
west
Miller left last night for Albuquerque! of McCarty's, 84 niils west of Albuor road matters.
querque. An eastbound freight yesterE. J. Cronin, who sells plumbing day morning had six cars derailpd at
o'clock two
supplies for a New York house is at that point at about
of the cars being badly demolished.
the Palace hotel.
The wreck was serious enough to
L. L. Aukin, an attorn. 'y of Colorado
cal! for the building ,v ihe breakdown!
Springs, is at the Palace, lie i3 here
neerful disposition and his stories
:m.
sane of
... :, Shn.n
, .... ,' (M a .luuinm fn(.
.
on legal business.
f
travels always aroused inter
su as to jiiiow the passenger
est of his jounger friends.
Attorney Julius Staah of Albuquer- trains for the east to
This
was
pass.
que is visiting his father A. Staab on not
completed until after :; o'clock
East Palace avenue.
afternoon. By that time
yesterday
District Attorney Alexander Read three
eastbound
passenger
trains
of Farmington,
San Juan county, is were blocked
there, and one west- ar the Montezuma hotel.
'o
oomiu; tne westbound
t.i,,...
.
W. A. Cameron, traveling
.l.!i. .."
passen- nnn nf t,
NW Yrk-r- an
2 '"
!
ger agent for the Santa Fe at El Paso, drains were No. 1 0
ami o
m
',!
is at the Montezuma hotel
All three of
Ub "n '
Mican dollars.
Wiiiam Fraser, an old timer sheep -- uerque yesterday
,
62
raiser in the Estancia valley, is re- :15 and 8:43 runr.ing " !,l0
u Atchtson, los
(Ireat Northern,!
ported seriously ill at Inverness, Scot- .minutes apart.
ork Central,
There wera no
land,
Northern Pacific,
lb;
12::
E. E. Epperson
has gone to Tnt-- ' suit of the wreck.
15.",;
Heading,
Southern
Pacific,
TIlfirftnH hlom o:
chas, Rio Arriba county, having ac-- '
' "
'
,l"
,,r,
fepted a position as bookkeeper in the1 Rincon, N. M. April r,
,n.. ferred.
120.
trous rear end collision occurred nn
lumber camp there.
New YorkLead dull. S1.I.-,-T l.r.tiMrs. Henry P. Dardshar,- - wife of In- the Rio Grande division 0f the Santa'
standard copper weak. Spot and Mav
ternal Revenue Collector If. P. Bard-shar- , Fe at midniirht vest, r,!nv r, .,
..
silver 53
has returned from Wagon half a mile north of Kiucon when
h
Around where she spent the winter.
gine ::ss telescoped
caboose on a! GRAIN, PORK. LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., April K!. Wheat May
Bishop J. M. Kcndrick of Xew Mex- freight train ahead. The eneine ten-- !
ico, will conduct special Easter serv- der, caboose and a refrigerator car iS9; July ,sr,
Corn May 4!l
ices at St. Mark's Episcopal church, ahead were entirely demolished. Fire.
;
July ."0 2.
Oats .May :u
Pecos, next Sunday. !': paso Herald. man t.oaney jumped, sustaining slight
July ;;i 3.4.
"' C.
Pork May 15.20: July 11. So.
J. Crandall, W. O. Conner and injuries and an unknown man sleepLard May 7.02
Dr. J. A. Rolls are home from a sev-- : ing the caboose was also slightlv hurt
July s.02
Ribs May 8.17
eral days' hunting trip near Watrous.' as he leaped from the car. Engineer
July x.in.
Miller
remained
Mora county.
at his post and reWOOL MARKET.
They bagged 7o wild
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and instead
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wings of "Quality &
do my washing.
W. A. Conner, Dr. J. A. Rolls and Clin-toCardui
Purity" And by :: ::
worked
wonders in my case.
J. Crandal Are Back From
I am In better
health than for five years."
ALWAYS RELIABLE DRUGS
Kroenig's Lakes.
Cardui
is a strengthening tonic for women.
Duck shooting on Kroenig's Lakes It relieves pain, tones up the
and never ending fidelinerves,
near Walrons, Mora county is said to builds strength.
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ty to "Quality & Purity"
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we expect to build to
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larity as the integrity of
.j. Conner, sinienntendent of the New
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Mexico School for the Deaf; Dr. J. A.
CAR PAINTING
Rolls,: and Clinton J. Crandall, super-- ! CARRIAGE
intendant of the U. S. Indian Industrial School.
SIGN WRITING
The Santa Feans bagged canvas
back ducks, red heads and teal. Mr.
First Class Work Guaranteed
Crandall, however, was the envy of
the party on account of his success
t
CO.
in shooting a j'magazine" which was
PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
looked upon as a bonanza. Mr. CranDRUGGISTS
dall is a crack shot and his long as309 San Francisco
sociation with the Indians has trained
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Phone Red 161 :: West Side Plaza
his eyes and made him an enviable
record with the shooting stick.
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W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier
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Agents, 15 Leading Fire Insurance Companies; District Managers, Mutual Life
Insurance Co., New York; General Agents, United States Fidelity &
Guaranty Co.
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C. WATSON & CO.
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MARKET REPORT

Is NOT Doing. ACT AT ONCE and take
Insurance in the BEST Fire, Life or Accident Insurance Companies
or have your Bond furnished by the BEST Bonding Company; it costs
no more to get protection in the BEST Companies and you are
SURE you get value received.
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Ladies and Misses!

j

Your Patronage Solicited
B. LAUGHLIN,

ON SANTA
IN NEW MEXICO.
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!!

CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does a General Banking

PACE FIVE
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KIPPENDORF-DITTMMA- X,
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:

FAMOIS

Shoes

!
J

MAKE

Ladies Low Shoes $2.50 to $4.00
misses Low Mioes $1.75 to $3.50

I
J

Patent

Leather
:(jIIII Metal
Suede
ALL the Desirable Styles & Qualities
THESE SHOES

ARE

NOTED

FOR

THEIR

WEARING

QUALITIES AND

LASTING BEAUTY

c

'

,

A home is not completely furnished unless the hall has an
inviting appearance. Make your husband give you a hall
tree for Easter and get it from
--

EMBALMERS

r,.--

il.

AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
EXPERT

1

&

For the Remaining Days of Lent

Mackeral
PURE

12c 15c

COD FISH,

SMOKED

SHREDDED

IN

WHITE

AND

TIC

FISH

COD

SMOKED

HALIBUT,

SARDINES-DOMES-

20c & 30c
TINS,

FISH.

IMPORTED.

CHEESE
IMPORTED

'A

SWISS,

BRICK,
ROQUEFORT,
NEW YORK CREAM.

City Eggs 30c a Doz.
The Best Food Stuffs for the Best Eaters.

V,

'

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

G

"

H. S.

KAUNE

& CO.- -

j

AGE

):J-

35

$ 28.11 Annual Premium.
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THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR

PONGEES

AND

FOULARDS

-

Santa

Abstract, Realty 4 Insurance Agency.

Fe

Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building

Santa Fe,

N. M.

Pongees we have the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized. Also for
youi
Waists and Gowns, we have
LINENS, MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &
EVERYTHING
You Could Possible Desire. See Our Stock.

-

Phone Black No. 52

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

in

MPW

lL4

CHAEC

UnXJLiO

11

-

FOR

k

EASTER?
ill

C.'""- -

ir

..Tl

THERE IS NO STYLE OR SIZE FOR MAN,

J
jr

I

i

WE CANNOT SUPPLY.
& HIGH

OXFORDS,

WOMAN

BUTT

OR CHILD

ALL THE NEW THINGS IN PUMPS

SHOES.

OUR
- -

THE FEET.

SPECIALTY-CLOTH-

FOR

ES

JOHN PFLUEGER.

Buggies and

Pop4lar Prices

)ijm.nin.--

I

HACK

.

l

Saddle Horses

LINE

n

ij. -

THEODORE CORRICK,

,

in

a

i ii

.1,

-

-

N.

The
most Important real estate deal ever
consummated
in Tularosa.
Otero

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
CORRICK'S

M.,

April

13

I

for

I

Electric Irons That Stay Ho i

5!

Water Heaters and Percolaters

him in our window.

ROCK

Champagne,
Reliable Jewe.er

Wine

&

Hi

county, was closed Tuesday. Tularosa annexes Monterey and the Tula- rosa Improvement
K
,
umpany win toe reorganized.
Promi- - k
ucul jm
are connected with
it. A new hotel is assured.

i.,.

Prop.

,,

Easter Lilies, Azaleas, Spiraeas, Hyacinths, Tulips,
Pelargoniums, Ferns.

CUT FLOWERS
Roses,

Carnations,

Hyacinths, Pansies, Violets.

THE CLARENDON GARDEN R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone Black

UP

THOSE

DARK

PLACES

GLASS

Water Pitchers

ft. C. YONTZ,
ARE

INTRODUCTORY

i
i

EASTER

NOW

READY

etc.

San Francisco

Street

TO

CARDS

PRICES-AS- K

AND

FOR

THEM

NOVELTIES

:

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
j

WIRE

CUT

Water Classes

12.

m

:

CRYSTAL

is known and sold the
new line medium price

He
A

:

Frame Your Pictures

Come and See Our Easter Plants

SOLE AGENTS
5

at

over for $2.so.

WE

Tularosa,

at

world

BROS.

TULAROSA ANNEXES TOWN- SITE OF MONTEREY.

For Hire

Have You Seen BIG BEN?
Come down and look

:

Santa Fe Water and Light Company!

A

-

AAAAAAAAAAAA

SOLE AGENTS
FOR

f

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric
Chafing Dishes
Tea Pots
Electric
4i

I
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It is also used for lining
ing metals.
copper, lead, steel, and other furnaces
where the corrosive action is very
great, and in the manufacture of oxides and metal ehromates for use as
pigments and dyes, and of alkaline bichromates for use as mordants and as

Housework is drudgery for the weak woman. She brushes, dusts and scrubs, or is on her feet all day attending to
the many details of the household, her back aching, her
temples throbbing, nerves quivering under the stress of
pain, possibly dizzy feelings. Sometimes rest in bed is
not refreshing, because the poor tired nerves do not permit of refreshing sleep. The l need of weak, nervous
women is satisfied by Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.

It Makes Weak Women Strong
and Sick Women Well.

This "Prescription" removes the csnse
of women's
inflamweaknesses, heals
mation and ulceration,
cures those
weaknesses so peculiarand
to women. It
tranqnilizes the nerves, encourages tha
appetite and induces restful sleep.

Dr. Pierce is perfectly willing to let every one know what
his " Favorite Prescription" contains, a complete list of
An advance chapter of "Mineral ReDo not let any unscrupingredients on the
Ar
Knton. N. M.
10
sources of the United States, Calendar
'
ulous druggist persuade you that his substitute of unknown
ill 15
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Year 11019," entitled "The Production
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and
marKeung,
few
enemies,
harvesting,
ores
the
past
carbonate
during
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of the var- week. The original plan will be caron the tonnage capacity
is described and explained under each
REUNION.
ried out, however, and the boys will months, and has some development
ious railroads.
head, in accordance with the light and
looks
which
very
work
under
way
break camp at noon today and start
SANTA
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The American Zinc Com- knowledge gained from experiments
on the return hike arriving at Put promising.
now in and experience.
,.ne use
Good results always folios warehouse to disband late this pany's cross cut tunnel is
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April
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Pills. They give
of Foley Kidney
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afternoon. The boys have been catch about 375 .feet, but as yet they have
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all kinds of fish, many of them not cut their porphyry and lime
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points in New Mexico to Santa Fe
33 UiliaU
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a large flow of water has
tact.
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L. Attken. Colorado
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Taos
has been such a success and both boys tunnel. They have between 700 and
if.
Montezuma.
and parents are so enthusiastic that S00 feet of work mapped out for this
year. Patent surveys are being made
RETURN LIMIT APRIL 21.
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Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Schnabel, Mrs. 'it will undoubtedly be repeated.
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on the Morning Star group, which is
ft F. S. Dodge, Albuquerque; A. D.
located in the eruptives, west of the
Hughes, Chicago: W. A. Cameron, El JAPANESE ARE ARROGANT
Ed Brittenstein has
Kelly limestones.
BEYOND COMPREHENSION.
Paso; Alexander Read, Faimington;
secured a lease on the old Cimarron
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Hartley. Buckman;
before the Territorial Supreme Court 'Comas Panzestis and family. Abiquiu; Want to Be Rulers of the Sea and Are stopes. The property has been a big
lead producer and may be again. The
PROFESSIONAL
Not Afraid to Fight the United
Offce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M H. R. Jackson, Denver; .1. F. Coch-- i
SAN DIEGO,
SAN FRANCISCO,
Calumet & Arizona company are workStates.
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L.
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW
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bunches of copper ore.
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12, 13, 14,
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Southwestern
Chas. R. Easley
May,
May, 12, 13, 14,
Chas. F. Easley,
Las Vegas; F. S. Hartzwell, Denver; jn Japan, is spending some time in
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At a meeting of the
Santa Fe,
Mogollon
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to
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San
see
here
Antonio, stopping
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of the Ernestine Mining
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United
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D.
Antonio Sandoval, Galisteo;
"
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throughout
said
the
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Pitts,
One way via Portland or Seatle, April, 18, 19, 20,
tinez, Sr., Willard; S. F. Roberts,
WILLIAM McKEAN
a capitalization of $1,500,000 and it
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Deweyville, Texas: J. D. McHugh, suits aimed at Secretary of War
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New
Mexico
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official
visit
E. Craig, president of
New Mexico.
ed
.
Taos,
DR. C. M. RILEY,
last year. I am surprised that this tha quarterly.
SOCIALIST EXECUTIVE IS
company, addressing the meeting
RATHER
story is just now getting to this coun- announced he would begin the use of
Veterinary Physician and Surgeon
C. W. G. WARD
1911
Graduate of McKillep's Veterinary
try. This is one of scores of inci- - oil in operating the machinery at the
Territorial District Attorn y
13
Almost
of
of
dislike
dents
Chicago.
Milwaukee, Wis., April
showing Japanese
mine just as soon as he could install
For San Miguel and Mora Counties College
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
distracted by worry because of the Americans that I have seen and heard an oil plant, and this will reduce the
New Mexico.
Las Vegas,
The operating expense about
bitter personal attacks made upon him of during the past two years.
Dentistry a Specialty
Office: O.as. Closaon's Barn.
the The meeting
of late, Mayor Emil Seidel, the city's Japanese are arrogant beyond
all the old offHOLT & SUTHERLAND
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Phone,
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Court
Distri
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Practice in tje
retary decline to disclose his where- their victory over Russia and China, county, shipped out last Saturday
well as before the Supreme Court of
If you want anything on
try abouts other than to say that he is and they w ill make war on the United $12,000 in bullion and the Socorro comFor Particulars Call on, or Address,
the territory.
New Mexican Want Ad.
with friends.
"The acute and per- States under the least pretense, and pany $18,000, all going to the mint in
New Mexico.
Las Ciuces,
sonal stories printed in the newspa- when they do so Uncle Sam will find New York. One half the value is gold
II.
S.
Agent.
pers made it necessary for him to them a hard problem to solve. Their and the other half silver. Both these
E. C. ABBOTT
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the
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sea."
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Seidel
dream
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seek a rest," said Mrs.
they
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Fe,
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Prompt and careful
preme Courts.
The bsiuir.;; o.' children is frequently and the Maud S.
attention given to all business.
followed, br poor health for the
Mexico
New
Fe.
Santa
mother, 'iliis supreme crisis of life
NOTICE.
CONVENTION FARES
finding her physical system unpre- To all whom it
may concern:
demands
of
nature,
pared for the
HARRY D. MOULTON
VIA
leaves her with weakened resistive
Please take notice that the underCarrying the TJ. S. mail and pas- at. the rate ot $5.00 per hundred lbs.
powers and sometimes chronic ail- signed has been appointed adminis- sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
CENTRAL
RAILROAD
iNEW MEXICO
Special automobiles furnished to acments. This can foe avoided if tratrix of the estate of Morton C. Roswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passengc )
To
Mother's Friend is used before the coming of baby, and the healthy woman can Miller, deceased, and that all persons El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with ani
Attorney-at-Laremain a healthy mother. It is the only remedy that perfectly ana thoroughly
$49.15
Los Angeles, Cal.
claims against said estate are land Railroads and the Atchison,
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
prepares the system for healthy motherhood, and brings about a natural and having
Cal.
$50.90
to present them in the form
Oakland,
& Santa Fe Railroad.
New Mexico Central Railroad ai Torrequested
use
are
Women
term.
Friend
who
Mother's
the
consummation
of
always
easy
Sao Francisco, Cal.
$50.90
Leaves Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., ar rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comsaved much, sufTering when the little ono arrives, and recover more quickly, and and manner required by statute and
Santa Fe, N. M.
with no ill effects, or chronic troubles. Every expectant mother should safeguard within the time prescribed by law, rive in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the RosON SALE
and all persons knowing themselves
her health by using Mothers Friend,
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m., ar- well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. .M., at
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Jt
estate will rive in
APRIL, 18, 19 and 20, 1911
en
least 24 hours in advance. Rate fo'
i to be indebted to said
Vaughn at 6 p. m.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
for the hour of motherhood. This
Return Limit, June 30, 1911
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60 lbs. to. special, $40 to accomodate
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stores.
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for
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For full particulars call at
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looms on the horizon that clouds the
brilliant prospect ahead for Taos.
Taos Valley News

1

j

Sour Grapes.
The nay they are letting the burg
slide down the toboggan would indicate that the worth per capita of SanCheer
ta Feans isn't many millions.
up, it will be ten years before the public knows von are at the foot Las
Cruces Citizen.
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INSANITY WILL BE DEFENSE.
f Continued

How Dry Am!
With Dexter getting into the "dry"
ranks there will be mightly little "wet"
territory in the eastern half of New
Mexico." Roswel! Daily Record.

From

Page

One.)

ers then went to Joe Danziaer.

Afraid of the Muss It is a source
of wonder to the public why a man

a secret.?''
Danziger replied that hi- could.
"Well," continued linger;!, "quietly
pot word to Joe Wiggins that I want
10 pee lii'n here in your More and
have a private conversation vi;h him.
nobody know about th- - meeting
of Wiggins and myself."
Danziger promised and the meeting
occurred some time last week. Win'
transpired when the two men met is
' not known.
Danziger failed to see
anything suspicious in the meeting of
Rogers and Wiggins and never told
the officers anything about it, until
last, night.
Credit to Officers.
Generous credit for the arrest of
the kidnapers should lie given Captain
Mounted
Fornoff, Detective
Policeman Apolonio A. Sena, Sheriff
Romero, Cleofes Romero and IVputy
Sheriff Enrique Sena. It was Fornoff
who first got on Wiggins' track. It
'was Sena who worked up the case
against Wiggins and secured his first
confession. It was O'U'ary, the trained man hunter, who advised and as-- '
sisted and was instrumental in securing a large amount of evidence lead-ing to the confessions of Wiggins and
Will Rogers. It was Deputy Sheriff
Sena who discovered no tracks had
been left by men or horses near
where the money was alleged to have
been paid over; evidence which pointed strongly to Rogers' guilt. It was
Sheriff Romero and Warden Cleofes
Romero who obtained the information
concerning Will Rogers' trip to the
West Side early in the morning following the kidnaping of his little
nephew.
Silent War.
According to Will Rogers' voluntary
confession, it was "The Silent War,"
a cheap novel, that gave him the inspiration to kidnap little Waldo Rogers, his nephew.
"The Silent. War," according to the
frontispiece, is a romance of a great
question, by A. J. Mitchell, the author
of "Amos Judd," "The l'incs of Lory,"
"The Villa Claudia," and other works.
It is pictured as an absorbing
story
based on the greatest problem of our
time; the masses against the millionaires; the mysterious conspiracy of
the People's League; how love and
gratitude rise superior to issues of
world-widIt is publishimportance.
ed by the Life Publishing company,
New York.
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always goes into the bath room when
he wants to blow out his brains, and
wh'- WQen he is found dead, he is
And the Whisky Bottle.
The Change of Life is the most critical period of a
Let us hope the wave of crime that generally in a bath tub. There seems
a
about
bath
woman's
,0
tje
something uncanny
existence, and neglect of health at this time
has been sweeping through certain
room anyhow, and perhaps, after all.
invites disease.
New Mexico counties will be brought
Arkansas is right they don't have
to a sudden end. The ax. the
Women everywhere should remember that there is no
r nn,l the Winchester are being too em mere. Aiimquerque lieraio.
other
remedy known to medicine that will so successfully
freely used for this era in our his- TEN GOOD ROADS
tory. Albuquerque Evening Herald.
carry women through this trying period as Lydia E.
COMMANDMENTS.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from native roots
Growing Grass.
and
herbs. Here is proof:
the
If
Are
Observed,
Religiously
They
The Santa Fe New Mexican makes
cannot express what I
Better
Make
Will
Nrtuck, Mass.,
Cause
of our Com- fun of the proposal
went through diirin-- r the Change f Life before
Before.
Than
Progress
on
links
to
club
secure
mercial
golf
I tried Lydia II. Pinkham's Aogetahle Com
the mesa east of this city. The New
I was in such a nervous condition I
pound,
at
1.
Thou
shalt
keep
everlastingly
TVTavifim enva that prneja ta rennired
could not keep still. My limbs were cold. I
and let nothing
ood
the
work,
will
have
we
and
for golf links
that
had creepy sensations and could not sleep
in growing gras3 on
that couraS tDenights. I was finally told by two physicians
uoara
a
over
those
II. Tacit thou
While the editorial in quest- mesa.
that I had a tumor.
" I read one day of the. wonderful euros made
ion is probably intended in a humor- treacherous holes in the bridges, and
by Lydia 11. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
ous vein, the New Mexican should re- thereby save the bones of both thine
and decided to try it, and it has made me a well
member that our commercial club has and thy neighbors' valuable horses.
.woman. 31 y neighbors and friends declare it
III. Thou shalt trim out all brush
never failed to land anything it has
has worked a miracle for me. Lydia I". Pinkham's Vesrotahlo
ever undertaken, and if all that Is re- and hedgerows bordering the road,
sun and the wind of thy
Compound is worth its weight in jjold fop women during ihis
quired is a bunch of gras on the mesa, that the
period of life. If it will help others you may publish this
Althine
Creator
may
keep
highway
dry,
links.
will
have
golf
Albuquerque
Mrs. Nathan IJ. Greaton, 51 No. Main St., N'atick.Mass.
letter."
suffonot
and
that
be
passers-bmay
buquerque Herald.
cated unto death.
AXOTIIKR SIMILAR CASE.
IV.
The noble drag being thy
Water for Ditch Builders.
have boon taking!;
Cornwallville, X. V.
The recent visit of Territorial Engi handiest and most efficient weapon,
13. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound fori
Lydia
neer C. D. Miller to San Juan county thou shalt wield it twice a week at
some time for Change of Life, nervousness, aiidt;
was timely and will surely result in the very least.
Blessed is the man
a libroid growth.
here.
ditch
who
useth the drag for his fellow
building
" Two doctors advised me to go to tlier
hastening actual
Mr. Miller impresses one as a young man's sake.
but one day while I was away visiting,!.
hospital,
man of great force of character and he
V.
I met a woman who told me to take Lydia lu
Thou shalt open all
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I did so and IL
stated that he would use his best ef
at the side of the road borderknow it helped me wonderfully. I am very!
forts to get ditch projects straighten- ing thy farm, lest the water collect in
thankful that I was told to try Lydia K.I
ed out here and actual construction low places and form a mire, in which
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound." Mrs. AVrm. IJoughton,
work a3 far as his office could accom- thou or thy neighbor may get "stuck"
Cornwallville, X. Y., Greene Co.
listen-etplish such an end.
whereupon the recording angel
The makers of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComMr. Miller must discriminate nicely
with great pity to wicked words
between the ditch builder and the and snapping of the whip
pound have thousands of such letters as those above
As we understand
water speculator.
vi. loss thou those aggravating
they tell the truth, else they could not have been obtained
it, he favors the higher line ditches and damaging stones from the track
for love or money This medicine is no stranger
it has
wherever feasible and practical. But of thine highway; for thou grittest
for
stood
the
test
years.
of
the
not
all
does
favor
he
tieing
thy teeth in anger and thinkest wick-- :
water of the county up in some gigant- ed sayings when thy vehicle striketh
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
ic scheme that cannot be built for them. And they do knock the "stufCompound lias been the standard remedy for
female ills. No sick woman does justice to
probably fifty years, and letting smal- fing" right out of thy buggy and
herself wlso will not try this famous medicine.
ler feasible projects that can be built wagon wheels.
Likewise do they
Blade exclusively from roots and kerbs, and
now go by the board.
trouble and injure the noble horses.
lias thousands of cures to its credit.
VII. If thy neighbor be a shirker
Mr. Miller states that he will work
RfSSS Mrs. Pinkhara invites all sick women
to write her for advice. She has
with people who show good faith in and doeth not his full share of imto health
aided thousands
freeT of charge.
- I. .
A .! .!
irrigation development and will dis- proving the roads, let not this put a
I :
.L...
1,. . . .
but
courage litigation and constant appeal damper on thine enthusiasm;
to courts in water application mat- rather set a good example and show
ters. We believe he can accomplish by thy work that thou art truly an
much in such a line by keeping every- - honest "booster" and not a hanger-on- .
SAFE MEDICINE FOR CH1LCKEN.
thing except the prompt starting of Then shall thy neighbor blush with
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
ditches out of his calculations. . Let shame and feel constrained to follow
is p. safe and effective medicine for
us support Mr. Miller in his efforts thy shining example,
children as it does not contain opiates
to clear up the water situation in this
or harmful drugs. The genuine Foley's
Wnn thou drivst to town
vln,
There is water enough here put thy sl,ade in the buggy If thou
county.
Honey and Tar Compound is in a yel
Rehearsals for the big musical com- , tion." Mr. Sapp informed the com low package. Sold by all druggit.
for all tillable land, and therefore all conlst to om3 o those ruts which do
the legal difficulties we are up against cause thee and thy neighbor to swear edy the local lodg-- of Beavers will mittee ot tne Deautiful hall room
should not be insurmountable.
when passing over, fill thou it with put on Thursday and Friday nights, scene which Mr. Bren carries with CORNELL LIFTS BAN
the
ON COLORED
are progressing simply him, and of some of the
Go "ahead and straighten it out, Mr. a few
spadefulls of dirt. Thy neighgorgeous cosMiller, you can count on loyal support bors will bless thee for it and thou wonderfully, and Director Sapp, who tumes, and all these things,
together
is here in advance of Mr. and Mrs.
from this section.
Ithaca, X. Y., April 13 Cornell has
witn tne general snap of the music
mayest save a big repair bill on thine Bren, seems
s
over
enthusiastic
very
Mr. Miller wired the following to own vehicle.
and lines, the good wholesome come- lifted the ban against colored
And the low places at
the outlook already. "This is one of
Delegate Andrews:
the approaches to bridges, thou shalt
dy, and Mr. and Mrs. Bren's special in the woman's dormitory.
"Hon. W. H. Andrews,
treat in like manner with the same the best companies we have run work in the show, will make this one!
across this season," he said after last long to be remembered. One of the!
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
"Washington, D. C.
good effect.
"and I am positive big features of the show will be Mrs., Small Holding Claim Xo. 1418.
night's
rehearsal,
"Congressional act of July 30, 18SG,
IX.
If thou hast been guilty of that
every member of the audience Bren in her Yama Yama dance, which (Serial 012528 Not Coal, Pecos Forif not amended so a3 to eliminate Irthrowing brush or any kind of trash
est).
rigation Districts, will work hardships into one of those small drain ditches will be treated to one of the biggest is a perfect imitation of Bessie dif-- '
surprises of the year. The cast of ford of the Three Twins show doing Department of the Interior,
on financing New Mexico Irrigation
along thy farm, go thou
United States Land Office.
characters is especially fine, and the it. Bessie and Mrs. Bren look
projects developed under District Ir- and remove the obstruction.straightway
exactly
Or if chorus are
(Republication)
rigation law. Affects Las Vegas pro- thy neighbor has committed a like iinto excellent just beginning to round alike, and wherever this has been
Santa Fe, X. M., March 13, 1911.
with a few more presented, everyone says that Mrs.
ject, San Juan county, pumping sect- offense thou shalt intercede with him rehearsals we shape;
Xotice is hereby given that the followill
things down Bren has her
in everv re
ions, etc., very seriously.
Heartily till he also removes these hindrances so that when Mr. andhave
wing-named
claimant has filed noMrs.
come
Bren
spect. Rehearsals will be held
urge its amendment.
and opens up the ditches. For a road here to put on the finishing touches,
and the reserved seat sale, tice of his intention to make final
"CHARLES D. MILLER,
with ditches across it or down the everything will be ready for presenla- - will soon be open.
proof in support of his claim under
"Territorial Engineer." main
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
is an abomination and a
track,
Our Territorial Engineer is alive to
3, 1SU1, (2G Stats., &54), as amended
curse in the sight of every mortal
the duties of his office and the friend who
TAPE-ITIIS GREAT
over
his employer's time, he mits by the act of February 21, 1S93 (27
travels
it.
laboriously
rather,
of development.
We believe he will
WALL STREET DISEASE.! a time clock in his office to see that Stats., 470), and that said proof will
X. Do thou all this and as much
"make good."
aU the help at $0 per week arrive on be made before Register and Receivmore as seemeth good.
Preach
thou
Ditch builders who apply water to
er at U. S. land office, Santa Fe, X.
to thy neighbor and to thy neighbor's It Is As Incurable as Sleeping Sick- time.
Why, Oil, why?
beneficial uses are going to own it,
M.. on May 5, 1911, viz: Xicario Quin-tanness and Has Many Victims
that
roads are never a
son,
good
"In
a
or
two
the tip on R. O. T.
day
down this way. The way of the foxy
of Rowe, X. M., for the claim
happen-so- ,
nor
Among Businessmen.
a
that
vegetable
Railway does not work right. It rather HIS,
SW
speculator is going to be very rocky
the W
Sec. 28,
being
a
in
single night; but
bags at the knees and shows signs ol SK
before the Territorial Engineer's of- springeth up
XE
SE
XE
and
the
"When
we
start
Americans
that
are
mornatural
of
results
doing
they
He
rushes
spavin.
fice. Aztec Index.
wildly to his brok- S.;c. 29, T. 16 X., R. 13 E., X. M. P. M.
tal man's untiring efforts. And re- anything we often overdo it, and in er, but is assured it is
He names the following witnesses
only a trial
business life this trait is no better ilmember thou these points:
run, and that R. O. T. will be first un- to prove his actual continuous adverse
More Progress.
lustrated
in
than
awful
of
the
habit,
der the wire when the race is called. possession of said tract for twenty
Open ditches at each side of the
Hon. Malaquias Martinez is keepSo says Arthur E. Stillwell,
So, off and on he dallies with the years next preceding the survey oi
Penect tne arainage. 'the tapeitis."
ing up with the march of progress roaa
president Kansas City, Mexico & little white ribbon of
and the patriotic spirit.
On Arbor AraS will smooth and work the dirt Orient
paper, and at the township, viz:
Railway, and continues fur- the end of the
Vicente Quintana, Antonio Roybal,
Sun,
year it is all over with
day he set out three hundred trees to the mter of the roadbed.
ther:
him.
He is thoroughly inoculated both of Pecos, N. M., Cleofes Garcia.
on the ground adjoining the hand-- ! wind and travel will aid in completing
"Tape-iti- s
begins when the railroad with the dreadful habit'. Hereafter he Cayetano Garcia, both of Howe, X". M.
some new house which he erected lEC requirements Dy drying ana pacK- man,
in
broker, manufacturer, or cannot tell you how he feels until 10
banker,
the
earth
Any person who desires to protest
ing
place.
summer.
The trees
during the past
See thou that all these conditions merchant starts to buy shares on mar- o'clock in the morning, when he has against the allowance of said proof,
set out were mostly apple, but included also, pear and plum and exist wherever the road touches thy gin. Up until that time he has been let the tape run through his hands. or who knows of any substantial reaserve
the double farm. and the traveling public will successful either as a business man or A good business man has thus suc- son under the laws and regulations of
will, of course
the Interior Department why such
on tiptoes and call thee blessed as an executiv in some powerful cor- cumbed to tape-itis- .
purpose that every orchard serves, raise
proof should not be allowed will be
He has attended strictly to
poration.
"Some get tape-itiand being of among men,
that of beautifying
so badly that
given an opportunity at the
his
took
it
business,
every
although
have
to have a ticker in their ofcommercial value.
they
time and place to
his
of
hour
and
finanhas
time,
reaped
The fine ranch of Mr. Martinez
20 YEARS AGO TODAY cial reward. Or he has been most fices and they sit beside this charmer
the witnesses of said claimis one of the most conspicuous of
by the hour.
There seems to be no ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
useful to his company and earned a cure
for it.
those the stranger sees on coming (From the New Mexican of this date
And when the sufferers of that submitted by claimant.
large salary by close attention to the from tape-itiinto Taos from the Servilleta way
1891.)
drop their wads and
MANUEL R. OTERO.
J
things he was hired for.
and this addition of a handsome
' have no more money
to put up as
Register.
"One day at his club he hears of a
What superb weather it is.
The
orchard, will add greatly to the apmargins, they still hang around the
who
friend
in
has
struck
rich
it
in,000
pearance of that part of the vallev, man who sleeps after the sun rises shares of R. O. T.
tape and dully think what they would
Foley Kidney Pills contain in conRailway stock, and make or lose if
and will give strangers a good im these days is missing a lot of life's
did in reality buy centrated form ingredients of estabthey
ears
s
his
use
'What
of this 1,000
the
prick up.
the best enjoyment.
ptession! of our progress, aaa
shares or sell that 1,000 lished therapeutic value for the relief
my nose to the grindstone when rich; shares.
and cure of all kidney and bladder
growing possibilities of these rich and
The U. S. Patent for the "Great e3 come so quickly,'
he says to him-productive lands.
Eastern" mining claim has been re- self. In a few days he gets a choice
"There are two incurable diseases ailments. Foley Kidney Pills are anSenator Martinez is to be congratu- ceived by the governor.
tiseptic, tonic and restorative. Re"
sleeping sickness and
tip to buy I. W. T. U.
fuse substitute. For sale by all
lated in the progressive spirit he has
The police have made several arHe is told that he
Common.
shown and the setting of this orchard
druggists
BUFFALO
BILL DECLINES TO
of late and it is is sure to get a ten point advance.
is in keeping with the enterprise rests for fast driving
streets of Santa Fe are He walks into the office of a broker
TAKE ARIZONA TOGA.
shown by other "parties who show well, for the
TIME TABLE ALL
for
too
narrow
business.
this
whom
with
to
has
been
advised
he
entirely
their belief in the valley by their
to
wish
test
13. GovCheycmne,
If
the
drivers
the
fast
Wyo.,
and
time
for
the
first
April
becomes
deal,
LOCAL TRAINS
belief in the valley by their works.
of their quadrupeds, there is a acquainted with a ticker.
He sees ernor J. M. Carey received a letter
AJex Gusdorf is expecting daily a speed
The following are the time tables
from
Colonel
F.
W.
S.
U.
Indian
race track out near the
Cody, (Buffalo
eight or ten men grouped around it,
large consignment of fruit trees which
in which the veteran scout an- of the local railroads:
allowing a little piece ot paper that is- Bill)
were ordered through him by those Industrial School.
nounces that the
of his candi- Lesve
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westBrigadier General Adolphus W. sues from it to pass through their dacy for a United report
who are planting to invest heavily in
States
senatorship bound," No. 10 eastbound.
orchard growing. Not a thing in sight Greeley, chief signal officer of the U. hands, and they seem to enjoy it. He from Arizona
is
a
"newspaper
S. Army, and famous the world over watches the apparatus and the pleasarrive
Santa Fe 12:10
as the arctic hero, arrived in Santa ure it brings to the men gathered splurge". The colonel says he is a P. Returning
m.
of Wyoming and that it would
resident
Fe today and is the guest at Lieuten- about, and he gingerly steps up and
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westant Green's quarters where he will touches it and finds it painless. The take a bigger inducement than a bound.
United
States
move
to
senatorship
bo until tomorrow afternoon.
The thing is all Greek to him, but fascinat- him.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
general is on a tour of inspection of ing, and In time he learns its langP. m.
the various signal stations throughout uage.
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
One Conductor Helped Back to Work.
the West, and will leave tomorrow for
"One hour has been taken up on
9 westbound;
No. 4 and 8 tastbound
from coffee drinking?
Mr.
Wllford
Adams is his name,
the Pacific slope. Nineteen years ago this first day in getting acquainted
arriv at Sani.a Fe 11:10
Returning
he
writes.
was
"I
to
confined
bed
my
General
and
Greeley paid his first visit with the tape. As he is paid $100 per
Quit
try
P. m.
with chronic
here, coming by stage, ,
da for eight ho'urs'work, he has only two bottles ofrheumatism and used
D. & R. G. Ry.
RemeFoley's Kidney
Santa Fe mechanics say they were used $15 worth of time.
He arrives
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
never so rushed with work as now. next day at eleven, stays until twelve-thirt- dy with good effect. The third bottle
Arrive 'A: 35 P. m. from north.
put me on my feet and I resumed
It is a good sign, coming as it does
goes to lunch, and then spends work as- conductor on the Lexington,!
New Mexico Central Ry.
this early in the season.
half an hour after lunch with his new K.y., Street Railway. It will do all Leave 7:30 a. m., connects with No.
P. W. Blanchard has been appointed
He has used you claim in cases of rheumatism."
playmate, Mr. Tape.
It 34 east and 33 outh and west.
County Surveyor for Lincoln county. $45 worth of time.
And, having a clears the blood of uric acid.
Arrive 8 p. m., with connections
For
He gave bond In the sum of $5,000.
realization of this waste of his own, or sale by all druggists.
from No. 33 east; 34 toutlx and west
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overusing

"Oanzis' r," he said, "can you k ep

wait
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The Three Graces, Truth, Courage
and Faith, of Prime Importance
In Good Advertising.

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Xew
Ribbons and supplaters furnished.
plies.
Typ writers sold,
St. Klmo M;isncng:ile of Atlanta, and reined. Standard makesexchanged
handled.
of Good
speaking on "The
il
work and typewriters guar-- I
Advertising,"
recently said, among ameed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex- other things:
' i.,'.!.:;e.
Phone
"As the years go ly the plain statement of fact, dressed in becoming
clothes, has restored public ''tmiideiice
Ess.-ntial-

':,.

in

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

advertising.

find one great answer, the
greatest moral essential, first in the
list is Truth. It Is the add test, the
last analysis, the final cheudi-areduction to the atom.
"Truth in the article its' !f, honestly made, with the true ring
An advertised article can lie
as
as the advertisement.
"Xo good merchant, no manufacturer, no dealer or trader, no man Belling
stocks or bonds or lands, or anyone
advertising the thousand and one
things from gum to guano, or from
socks to schools, will begin or succeed
in continually advertising except the
corner-stonbe Truth.
"I would not kill all beauty in advertising when I eliminate the false.
Truth, like the human form, made in
the image of God, is the most beautiful thing in the world. Truth in advertising may be painted offensively,
repulsively, without result or given
the glowing tints of a liougereau.
"That remedy Is this: Recognized
by advertisers are three great media
for publicity:
The printed periodical
of every class from newspaper to college annual, the outdoor sign and billboard, and the street cars.
"All others are subsidiary, supporting, collateral, even though often essential and helpful. Supposing
be tomorrow a cohesive organization of these great prime media
There would be no
against fraud.
excuse for the
department
to return thousands of dollars to Investors who have sent money to
thieve.; who forced their way into the
homes of the people by the use of the
rubber-heelemail carrier.
"Courage is a moral essential to the
advertiser to say no to that class of
advertising harpies who prey upon
him daily with schemes, generally
appealing only to vanity, conceived In
iniquity, and causing the loss of hundreds of thousands of dollars annually
to legitimate advertising channels.
"Courage is needed by the solicitor
to refuse the advertising which he
knows will not pay in his publication.
"Courage is needed to stand at the
right hand of Truth, and help in the
final elevation of advertising to its
place in the commercial Hie of the
world where it properly belongs.
"And with courage goes Faith.
"These are the three graces of advertising:
Truth, courage, faith."
"So

I

MASONIC.
Montezuma

A

itegtuar communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall
at
7.30.

H. H. DOR MAX,

i

Master.

s.

CM

K.

I.1NXEY, Secretary.
Sar.ta
1,

Fe Chapter Xo.

H.

A. M.

convocation

e

there-shoul-

Udge

Xo. 1, A. F. & A. M.

Regular

second

Monday of each month
at.
Masonic Hall at
7; ?,) n. m.

JOHN II. WALKER,
H. P.

ARTHUR SELIG.MAX,

Secretary.

Santa

,?""!

Xo.

V-- i

X

C'ommandery
K. T.

Regular
conclave fourth Monin
each month at
day
iiasonic nail at ,:3H
1,

...'.":''
p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELOX,
w. K. GRIFFIX, nooorder.

E. C.

Santa Fe Lodge of
Perfection Xo. 1, 11th
Ancient and Acdegree.
cented Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on

3SS

the thi rd Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hal!, south
side of Plaza.
Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are
to attend.
many in
S. SPITZ, 32

cor-vite- d

Venerable Master.

HENRY F. STEPHEXS, 32

Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodse

Xo.

holds
its regular session on
the secjnd and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothels are invited and

4CU, B.

P. O. E.

welcome.
A. J.

FISCHER,
Exalted Ruler.

J. D. SEXA.

Secretary.

Lumber Manufacturers to Advertise.
Advertising
by "permanent displays" in the principal cities of the
middle west is being planned by the
Pacilic Coast Lumber Manufacturers'
Independent Order of Beavers.
association for this winter. By perSanta Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
manent displays is meant decorative
its regular session at 8 p. nt. Meetings
examples of interiors finished in fir first and third
Friday. Visiticg Broth j
and spruce installed in
V
ers are always welcome.
buildings in cities like Chieago, St.
EDWARD C. BURKES.
Louis, Kansas City, Omaha and DenPresident
ver. The Pacific Coast association,
C. J. XEIS,
in conjunction
with the Southern
Secretary.
Lumber Dealers' association, installed
a few years ago a small but. attractive
F. W. FARMER
exhibit, showing
interiors,
Homestead No.
in Minneapolis. The cost was $8,000.
2879.
As a result of this Secretary Heek-maof the Pacific association Faid
Brotherhood of
American Yeomen
recently that 10,000 homes and business buildings in the middle west
Meets
Second
have been finished in fir, which was
and Fourth Thurstaken from the Pacific northwest mills
days,
Delgado's
exclusively.
Hall. H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie,
Cor.
Sec. Mrs.
Daisy
On the Other Foot.
Farmer.
The editor of a local paper says
that he asked each merchant in his
NOTICE FOR
town, in turn, to give him a little extra advertising, calling attention to Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Oflice at Santa Fe, N. M
bargains. In every case he was turnMarch 17, 1911,
ed down with the remark that adverXotice is hereby given that Lucian-it- a
tising in local papers did no good anyRibera of Pecos, N. M., who, on
way. The editor went back to his
office and accepted $G5 In cash from March 11. HtOl, made homestead ena mall order house for space in his try amended Dec. 2, 1010, No
SW
Sec. 27, SE
for X
paper. The next week every merchant in town complained bitterly of 11 XE
and XE
SE
section
how the advertising was hurting 2S, township 17 X., range 12 E., N. M.
but
the editor had them going P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenthem,
his way when he reminded them of tion to make final five year proof, to
their remark that advertising in his establish claim to the land above depaper was no good anyway. Advertis- scribed, before Register and Receiver,
ing does do good, no matter where it U. S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
is, and mail order houses know it and on the 0th day of May 1911.
profit by the liberal amount of it they
Claimant names as witnesses:
do. Curtis Courier.
Trinidad Apodaca. Crestino Ribera,
Pablo Gonzales,. Toribio Gonzales, EnThe Mystery in Advertising.
rique Ribera, all of Pecos, N. M.
It is commonly thought that adverMANUEL R. OTERO,
tising is a mysterious thing that
Register.
makes some people rich and some
in
my opinion, the
poor, whereas,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
term adveitising was merely coined
to conveniently differentiate the writXot Coal.)
(07042
ten from the spoken word.
of the Interior,
It is, therefore, purely and simply Department
U. S. Land Oifice at Santa Fe, N. M.
salesmanship, and no man has yet
March 10, 1911.
risen to ask the why and wherefore
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
H. T. Morof vending merchandise.
.Martinez y I,ujan of Lainy, X. M., who,
gan, In Springfield (111.) News.
on November It, lt05, made homeGrief.
stead ciurj Xo.
for SE 4
"Ah, little boy, I'm glad you didn't Section 10, Township 14 N., Range 11
laugh when that poor man slipped on a E., X. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
banana and fell down."
of Intention to make final five year
It was my father!"
proof to establish claim to the land
"Cheer up, little man he doesn't above described, before
Register and
were
he
look as if
badly hurt"
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
It was my Fe, N.
"I don't care
M., on the 5th day of May,
banana he stepped on!"
1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Augustin Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N.
Both Cheap.
M.; Enrique Martinez,
Pedro Mar"Curious marriage, wasn't it?"
tinez, Antonio Jose Garcia, all of
"How curious?"
"Tha bride was given away, and the Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
girls are saying that the groom threw
himself away."
Register
semi-publi- c
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GROCERY and BAKERY

ii

BUTTERiMerritts
VEGETABLES

Best, per lb. 30c

-

Radish, Lettuce, Onions, Spinach, Soup Bunches,
Parsley, Cabbage, Celery, Asparagus, Rhubarb,
Turnips, Beets, Parsnips, Carrots, etc. -:
Poultry, Fish and Oyters, received twice a Week.
ORANGES, LEMONS, GRAPE FRUIT JU5T RECEIVED

in many colors to be had
at OOKF'.KI.S.
Souvenir Opening of onr soda fountain Saturday.
April 11th. Fischer
Drug Co.
Jap-a-La- c

-:

DON'T

Phone No. 4.

FORGET

OIR BAKERY

Phone No.4.

The Giving of Easter Gifts

a

t

A HAPPY CUSTOM MORE UNIVERSALLY OBSERVED
EACH YEAR

f
it

Board of Education A special meeting of the hoard of education will be
held late this afternoon.
Was Seven Hours Late Santa Fe
train No. 10 arrived at 7 o'clock last
evening, seven hours late.
the
Good
Services At
Friday
Church of the Holy Faith, east Palace avenue, tomorrow, services will
be at 9:30 a. m. and at 7:45 p. m.
Sunday Closing Postmaster E. C.
Burke, has received from Archbishop
Pitaval, and all the clergy of the city,
as well as many citizens, petitions to
close the letter carrier window on
There is no doubt that these
Sunday.
petitions will be acted upon favorably.
Court Holding Night Sessions The
New Mexico Central receivership case
before Judge John R. McFie will continue to occupy the court's attention
for several (lays more. To hurry matters, night sessions of the court are
being held. The testimony is very
voluminous.

DEPARTMENT

F. Andrews

::

ss

PARTICULARLY SUITED

FOR

THE

t
t

pagan

jjai
4329

OCCASION

::

We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses-G- old
and
SilverPlain and set with turquoisefor chains, brooches,
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS.
Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.
WORTHY

S.

it

YOUR BEST

ii!

Placing

a

iit

t

Letter

Burke toady began
placing the iron posts for thirty-eigh- t
letter boxes, which will greatly increase the "letter mailing" facilities
about, town and will also do away
with fastening the boxes to telegraph
and telephone poles.
Tickets
Chairman
750
Orders
Charles V. Fairfield of the entertainment, committee of the Beavers has
ordered 750 tickets for the performance to be given by the Heavers at
the Elks Theater, Thursday, April
20. The seat sale opens at Fischer's Tuesday morning.
Smudge Pots Do the Work Fifty
smttdgepots to the acre in the ors
chard of General E. F. Hobart on
road, last night kept the temperature above .'!2 degrees and the

Manufacturing
Jeweler.

Ladies Ultra Shoes for
$3.00 a Pair

Thirty-eigh-

K. C.

FRIENDS

SPITZ,

Santa Fe, X. M April V
Tli? weather forecast for Xcw
.Mexico
with
Fair tonight
colder weather in
porlion, frost. Friday fair andcontinued uulil.

Cer-rillo-

K

til

ATTRACTIVE

EASTER GIFT

XET7 MEXICAN,

WW

'hMWlft'Wtiii'fr'

SANTA FE. N. SI.

w duT on me
ground lrom freezing,
while outside of the snmdgepot circle
ice was formed to a thickness of three-- j
quarters of an inch.
To Every Customer on Saturday,
April 15th wo will give a free souve
nir opening of the soda fountain.
Fischer Drug Co. The Rexall Store.
School Has 42 Pupils Never in its
history has the New .Mexico School
for tbe Deaf had such a large enroll- lnen of pupils as this year, when 42
are in attendance. The pupils are all
bright and are making excellent progress. The gardening work, which is
a part of training for the boys begins
early in June.
Mrs. Margarito G. Martinez Dead
Mrs, Margarito Garcia de Alanine,--:
died Tuesday at her homo here. She
loaves a widower. Jose Martinez. The
funeral took place at 7 o'clock this
morning from the Cathedral and inter
nient was in Rosario cemetery. The

THURSDAY, APRIL 13, 1911.

points where regular stops are not hand and the first joint of the index of th
COming month and the con
scheduled.
finger of the right hand beside
hncefort eared
From 36 to 59 Degrees-T- hat
was ing away some flesh of the middle fin--! or
the Miners' hosiitl at Rntnn
tile range in temierature yesterday, ger of the right hand. Dynamite is
where the company's surgeon, Dr. J.
mm ui average relative numiuity lor suppu&eu io ue uiu suusianee mat ex-me day was 22 per cent. The lowest Pioaea. How it came to be in the '
?' anU assliitants will
"h" "elr f"mn-'rand still main- temperature last night was 27 de-- field will probably remain a mvsterv
lain U,rect
over the
grees, and at C a. m. today the mer- - j To every customer on Saturday miners cared 6uIervision
for at the Rocky Moun
cury stood at 28 degrees. Yesterday ; April 15th we will give a free souve- - tain
company's expense.
was clear with brisk to high winds nir. Opening of the soda fountain.
Don't forget to buy something at
The Rexall store.
a,iu" a dust storm made itself very ev-- ' Fischer Drug Co.
Big Artesian Flow. A great
big the Rexall store on Saturday, April
iueni.
Automobile goggles were in
flow was secured in the deep artp. 15th and get a free souvenir.
,,...,
'demnnd fttni
it
,
Fresh,
,i..,
fciui
ilia
utrut;
uusi
ai.
tii,f
Bn,nk and J" R ice cream, soda, and candy. Fischer
so rare in Santa Fe that one has little '?veU, 0f M-right to complain. The weather man Stanley, four miles east of Dexter and- Urug Co.
Married at Raton-Da- niel
says today. "It waa decidedly colder across tue Pecos 'river, Chaves counL. Tay-,tJhe discovery is important This ,or,
this morning with freezing temjiera-tttrgrandson of the present mayor of
which probably killed some early
Miss Chrys- ,t
?, Trinilad' Ch'
n
teHa Eilsley both prominent
?
th8M,Ifht
peaches and apricots."
v.?v
young
.
.
I)0))ifi in Triri,,,,
Just 38 Letter Boxes A tree fell leasing. hut
'
' Z"
these
the
heart,
put
tC"TZ
welltored
down recently in front or near School
to Raton and were
Y
and at 1 Vo
FathCr
House No. 1 and struck a letter box, j
W"
b"rst
SumCk
nig flow
The
through
shattering it and leaving several mis- - j water spm.ts 2l inches over the eight
.
U11
B.uium. ijiit m.s wiai-- ; inch casing, giving a iiow of 2,000
r
undertaking establish
NOTICE.
of letter boxes is to stop for
ment was in charge of the arrangejons per minute, or enough to irrigate
Postmaster Burke is today installing j 250 acres.
ments.
The annual meeting of the stockcn
r
Died of Pneumonia Mrs. Agapito 3S new steel boxes mounted on steel
iv.,. holders of the New
Art;9n
,t
Mexico Telephone
and
they are made to endure, ter in the new 1,400-foo- t
Montoya, wife of Valentin Montoya, posts,
well being
and daughter of Guadalupe Montoya, The first one was placed in front of sunk by the Silver City Water com Company will be held at its office,
died at 6:15 o'clock this morning at the Xew Mexican office and will prove pany has begun to flow over the top northwest corner plaza, Santa Fe, N".
her home on Alto street, from an at- of great service. Another will be put. and indications are that it will be a M., Friday, April 21, 1911, 3 p. m.
tack of pneumonia. Besides her hus- near the Federal building, where none strong gusher with a few more feet
, Annual Statement
band, one son and three daughters has ever been before. The improve- in depth. Water was struck in a
survive her. She 'was a member of ment is one of the many secured for sandstone formation. It is beautifully OCCIDENTAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Albuquerque, X. M., Dec. 31, 1911.
Guadalupe parish on the southside. banta fe by its hustling postmaster.
clear, soft and entirely free from ai
Liabilities, exclusive of capElks Installed
Funeral arrangements will be anOfficers Santa Fej kali,
ital
$135,162.00
nounced later. The deceased was 35 lodge of Elks installed its officers at
Hosniti
Admitted Assets
i
288,685.00
Elks' hall last night and the ceremony maintained by the
years of age.
Mountain
Rocky
Surplus
153,523.00
Seven Day Feast The Passover or
i veiy impressive,
me installation
t
mrl
.,t..
"
J. H. O'RIELLY,
seven-dafeast commiemorating the was followed by a banquet which was " Z
e nrst
Secretary.
deliverance, began-- , last night and is largely attended. The officers install-- ,
m
celebrated throughout the world by ed were Carl Bishop. Exalted Ruler:
the Jews. It is one of the great He Frank T. Blandy, Esteemed Leading
brew feasts the legal institution of Knight; E. P. Davis, Esteemed Loyal
which is traditionally connected with, Knight; Frank M. Jones, Esteemed
"MWiW'
the exodus from Egypt. (Exod. 12). Lecturing Knight; Dr. David Knapp,
trustee.
fv
Past
A.
Ruler
Exalted
As there is no synagogue here, no
services are held in this city, but in Fischer was elected delegate to the
lodge which meets this summer
Albuquerque and Las Vegas the feast grand
in Atlantic City.
is observed with due solemnity.
Mrs. Cartwright to Play Mrs. S. G. ' Souvenir opening of our soda fountain Saturday, April 15th.
Fischer
Cartwi'ight has improved in health
SUHD ON END.
Co.
and will be able to lake the part of Drug
is Holy Thursday Today is
Today
Aunt Matilda in "the Masqueraders"
Proof Compo-Rubbe- r
Thursday and is being observed
at the Elks, April 21 and 22, as was Holy
with due solemnity. At the Cathedral
announced when the original cast was j
Archbishop Pitaval pontificated this
Best Made.
Roofing- is
printed. Mrs. Cartwright has always morning and blessed the oils. The
been a success in amateur theatricals service was
attended by an immense
We Guarantee It.
and he friends are glad to know that throng. This afternoon
the faithful
she will play in this great benefit per- spent an hour or more in devotion to
MADE OF
formance, which is likely to draw a the Blessed Sacrament, this
At small cost you can cover your
being the
full house both nigh h. as the music
anniversary of its institution.
roof
with WATERPROOF and have an
is so good and the cast is so excelThere Were 26 Applicants The
lent.
absolutely
of
tight roof, that will not
the medical board this
meeting
Don't Forget to bay something at week was a busy one for there were
leak. You can lay it over an old shingle
the Rexall Store on Saturday April no less than 26 applicants for licenses
or metal roof if you desire. It costs
15th and get a free souvenir. Fresh to practice medicine in the
territory.
about half as much as shingles and is
ice cream, soda and candy. Fischer
Bomb-BerArtesia Farmer Hurt With
nard
better. It is a
Drug Co.
of heat
Marranan, who lives about
Your Ticket is Good on the Limited four miles southeast of Artesia,
or cold. Any one can lay it, no mechaThe "hundred mile limit," which has
met with a serious and mos,t
nic required. Comes put up in roll
been in effect on Sam a Fe train Xo. singular accident at the ranch
He
3 west of Albuquerque for some time found in his field
nails and cement inside of the
oST
St.Louis.
with
Illinois;
a small package a
past, has now hpmi wmnv.i(t ond int.. few inches long, enclosed in a newspackage. It will last from 15 to 20
sengers may purchase tickets for lo- paper and wrapped with twine. He
years. Come in and let us show you
cal distances. The "limit" was taken stuck it in his pocket and when he
off following the request of a numreached his home he started to open
ber of travelers residing in Phoenix, it to see what it was. Before he got
;
Prescott, Williams. Flagstaff and oth- the paper off of it, an explosion took
er towns in Arizona. .The limited, of place that removed the first
joint of
& Supply Co.
course, will not carry passengers to the index finger and thumb of the left
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Your Roof

fiould be the Best

Weather
-
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A DAINTY

it

BOOLKET

Eddy-count-

"The Cat That Was Asked for in
Church."
Tale of an
garden with a
happy ending,

;t

old-tim- e

it

By MRS. L. B. PRINCE

I

iit

Price 35c.
j

For sale, at 'SVellmer's and the
tal Pharmacy.

Capi-

PROOFING

The Santa Fe Han

Choose Your Easter Outfit In Our New

Fashion Department.
The

Ladies Will Need to Get Busy for Their

A

Complete and Authoritative
1

Easter Gowns.

Always on the alert for new
ways of benefiting our cus
tomers, this store, with its
accustomed enterprise, will
inaugurate from now on the
most
and
advantageous ever
convenient innovation
attempted.

Fashion

Dep't.

Ladies Suits and Skirts.

Here our patrons will find positively

rm

the very latest and most advanced styles
in every thing that is newest and best in
ladies dress. Here are shown the identi
cal fashions all the well dressed women
in the large style centers are now wear
ing.
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II

I'll

a.'.

Here you will find hints & sugges

tions for your new Spring Suit. Regard
less of what you select you can rest
assured that it is positively the best value
for the money you could possibly get.
Whether you buy or not, at least come-s- ee
this magnificent display of the NEW
EST SPRING

NATHAN SALMON.

FASHIONS.

